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The existence of a rneasurabie caxdirml ~s known to be the weakes{ hypothesi~ 
which allows the consti-uction a tra:~sitive uKrapower o~ a :model of ZFC with 
respect to some ultrafitter belo~Iging to th~s model. We thus start with an uniYerse 
No satlsfyLqg ZFC and a a-complete uitrafi!ter °g I on a ca,:diem! t¢ which is [~ N., 
m~d construct ~oilowi~g Gaffman a~d Kunen the decreasi,G s.~quenc¢ (/"~4~),, <~e~..~ ol7 
the transitive ltera*ed ukrapowera c,f 2\~ wkh respect to q~, *oge~hcr wid~ ~:he 
¢orrespondb~g elementaw embeddings &e for c~ =<- .t.?. ~t has be¢~ oboe:red theft ih<~ 
intersectior~ of the aa fh"st ultrapowers of N;~ is a model of ZFC inchMi:.,g N,,. 
Likewise if for any limit 2, we set li/]~ = ~,~._-~ \{~, then M>. is a model of Z7 
inciud'ng b~,. Bukovsky showed by >e~lerai methods that ~,, is a generic exten- 
sio.~ of N,~. On the other hand Prikry cm~structed starting with a norraat .~.:dtrafiiter 
a set of conditions which :forces a measurable cardinal to become singular of 
cofinalky ~o, and R. Soiovay observed that, when q~ is rtormal, the sequence 
(io,:<) .. . .  is ir~ M%, and is Prikw-generic over .>~,. It was natural to co~.]ecture 5aa~ 
M,, is exaetiy the Prikry-extension P'[~[(i0,~},,.,;oj. 
in this work, we prove this cot@crate whici~ has also been estab~ishe0 
indepe~',xle.n~]y by Bukovsky [3] by a method differe~t from om~s, and study mt-~ch 
more generally the models MI~ for k li~Nt a~?d their cormeetions wkh Prikry 
exter~sio~s, w:ithout any normality hypothesis. 
The main results are as follows: 
Tkee~oe~ No 77~ere xists a sos of co:~diffoas ';g constructed fr, o~¢~ 0~ s~ch gho~: 
(i) ~ reduces to Prikry' forcing fi,~st when (afad .gdy ,~&e~) ~gg is se£~,ctive,, 
However all the ~,.~af pr, werties of Prik~ w' ~crcing hold igor ~i5 ie* the geaer~v[ case; 
(ii} l'~, is an %2~iverseF ~ ~g,.exter~sio~ ~ Nel ek4!ow&~g se~'.,.se: g G is Norge~edc 
over g aad ~b(a) i{ a¢iy f i )~uta wieh parameters i,~ ?'~a; the~ .~[G]I=4~(a) ~ig 
~e<~rea~ Bo: There exises a seq~eece (;g~)~0.: ~¢:ordinats x~t'h :~ha~ X:~ ,~ i.~ia" ~.vhe~ 
° • 
(and O~Iv when} og is ~w.:ma~; a~&'f,~" a~iy a limit, ex~efiv o*~e o: :h~ fc~#.~wu~g 
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hoids': 
li) ~c~<,U% kcf X > o~, a~*d ~{;, =Nx. 
(if) a=a+e.a ,  and (#,~+,~) ...... fs Nx-generic o~er iox @ and ?#~ is ehe gene~ic 
(iii) V(~ < .~. X # ~ + ¢0, i% b=cf 3. = e0, and there is a set c g~ o]" b& -generic seque~ces 
ova, i~a% a~d a map ix d@~mMe in B'~2 such that iV& =N~.[i,~ 1%]. Ma "s a 
quasi-ge~;edc ex~e,sioe~ of N~., bu~ ~o generic exeensioa uf .M,, #~chMed in No can 
satisfy AC. I%n-hemmre the den,~e~s of %, a~ aE s~4bseque~,ces (~@ ~.o a finite 
n~mber of terms) of (X~)~,, .  
The basic tools we employ for studying the moJe is  ~5 a'ce "afifllraetic" 
properties of the composit ion of the embeddhlgs /,~ which are developed i~l 
Chapter  2; for large values of A we need moreover  a rather pzecise study of the 
' _ hn~ is do~e in Chapter  8. Chapter  3 is noUo~, of support for an e lement cf  N r.  and ~ "  
devoted to the proof of Theorem B(ii). We establish in Chapter  d a~ usefu! ]emma 
\vhic1~ is used h~ Cha-pter 5 to p~ove ~he part of Theorem B(fii) deaiing with the 
axiom of choice in M}.. The forcing conditkms (g are introduced in Section 6, a~d 
"Fbeorenq.. A is proved there. Chapter 7 is devoted to a complete s tn iy  of the 
• ~'~ in *d when 0?g is eQuh,a!ent to a power of generic seauer, ces over gox'N which are r~ x 
a ~mrmai ultrafilter. Finally Theorem B(i} is proved in Chapter  9, and t:i~e r~d of 
Theorem B(iii) is ~x'oved_ in a.hapu-:~_"~ .... ! 0. 
The: ~ogical eom~eci:ions between ','arious ,~,.~@~e~s "-~ . . . . . .  are indicated ie the foi~owing 
diaararm 
[ . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  --i [-__-27/T] 
i I .! 
[ ............... : . . . . . . .  ]I 
~:;.n . . . . . .  -T  . . . . . .  i l s ] B(;~) 
J ,[ } 
; 4, ,; 
. . . . . . . . . . .  t [ . . . . .  ? __ j  L . . . . . .  ,0 i 
B(i) B(iii) 
.. a ...... here K. MeASoon, S. Origorieff, a~}d A. Louveau for ram-~y 
:..,~m au % conver~.ati.o~_s oi? ti~e sub i (c [  ma'~ter of &is work. 
a~,.c c,,~s~ u,~.t~o~? ~, am~ ~erated u1>anowers of a nnodel o{' 7F< ,~4d'~ 
d~e help o[ a comp!ete u!trafiiter on a measurable cardirmL We ~otiow tb.e 
Ieera~ed u~rapowe>: ,~;~d P'k,v ?,rcbag : 1 t1 
presentatior~ and as much as pos~ibte the raotatkms of {£t~:~(:a~%: work, but we gh,e 
a speda!  e>~phasis tO the introduction in Section L4 of the scq~,eLee ~v )~,~.o, , 
which will pro'vide us the basle !;ooI for sb, Mying the u!trapo>'ers whe!~ d,:.' g~:,:)und 
ukrafi lter is not normal. "%% have tried to raake oomp!ete i:hos,,3 proofs ,&hici~ do 
not appear, or appear in a different form, [n [8]. 
As usual, we reserve small greek letters (except vr) for ordinals, or fimte 
sequences of oMinals when set as bold face characters. We use s, t for seg,~ences 
of ordinals (of any !ength). 
For any ordered set ~,  eve let [X]'* be the set of stActly ir~emasing ~.*-mpies of 
e lements of X, and set iX ]  <~'= lJ,~ iXI% We make no d[s~i~ctio~ betwem~ an 
order preserving map of an ordinal ~. into another  ~, and its rag%e, which is a 
subset of v of order type t~':. This will allow us to speak of the union of  {wo 
members  artd t of [~,]<", which is the  injection whose range is the unio',~ of the 
ranges of s and t, etc. 
1.1. Funcfio'ns and subse,~s with finite s~,.ppo~rs 
Our  ground modal wi!l be a transitive mode! of ZFC de~.~oted A,%. \Ve te¢M 
denote art h'mer model  of Ar,,~, i.e. a class for i-fii~ Which is a model cf ZF  (see [7]), 
which is Ganskive, a~!d contains 0~.  Let 1 be any set of ~%~, 
tf p~u and e is an order preserving nmp : g~-+ ~, we can for say  s,~ ~' delh~c 
the composed map se ~_ f~ in the usual way: 
se (~) = s(e OD). 
Then let f : f~ --> Pf  : 'we construct 
e* f '  : I " -~ 'M by setting 
o .  ffo'~ = ~.(ae). 
We extend this definition 'go the subsets of f'* looking at them as at i!unetk.'.ns hor;, 
I~ to 2, i.e, for X included in P", we defi~e e * X i~duded in P' by 
uv:~re exist -eb.~j amd g a m~c~o,.~ with domain ~i and range ,,n ibm# whh 
f o • 
(~) ~ (~" ~'i is the set lu. i~  o~ a~l smbsets. X O~ .P' sucl3 that there eKe, st e ~: ~.~] 
A~sm~'.e that  in M~ ~f is an ~.l!:ra~iter on Z. 
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;@et>amitaee~,, (i) We first conslru.ct induct ively %, ~ #'~(t") by: X ~. %, iff 
'~ ; (~ ' -~ '}e  where  X~]={r~: .,-r', .... X~ ig;: ~ = };'~,.:< g ' ~: -.,. 
(i~) Then  >r  any ce we construct  % g ~{~(A4, ~') by: X = e * Y~. % iff ]r'~: 7/]d. 
1.3. The mo&~s N~. 
For  the r~ma{nder of  ti~e pape; ,  we assume that  ;< is measurab le  ir~ bG, a~?d 0~ ~s 
aay  te-comI:.lete (free) ukraf i I ter ou ~<. 
Z;;~ee~e~ x° ~Tvere exists an u'~dq~e sequence of  tra~sigive classes 0",,,~)~ :o~, ~t~c~ 
~,ho:t: 
(i) ;'~{. is" a~ ironer modet of  ZFC of No inch~diag Om 
(ii) &ere is a st.~tiec~'ion %~ f i rm iK% (N0, ~e) on~o N~ x~_~ch t e~, f(n' aay form~da 
@(v~ . . . . .  v,), !°d~ satisfies 4:'(~rJ~°..%f,~) iff {se  ,.d~:JXZo~@(f~,(s) . ,  .]-;,(s))} is in 
c~,, ; 
(iii) i f  e : a--~fi is a~. Mcr~asir~g b@c~ion, the ~nap i~ fi'o,'n N. ,  ~o 1,4~ defined by 
(iv) g k is ~imiL ¢~e~, (N.,,, i~x) ;:s a. direct gimi~ <f the sysmm (iX(., %;~) w;:e~e i,~ is 
the embeddir,-g i~ cor~vspo~Min.g ¢o e = id~. 
'f'i~e proof  is ~'_, [8i. 7'l~e weli-founded,,~ess of the modeIs  is a conseque~ce of the 
clos~ re oi; ~}* ander  arb i t rary ommtab ie  h~te~'sections, i[uzt us recal l  4~e proof  of 
([iv): assume A lira.it ar_,d x is a membc~r of ff~.,. There  ~s e in [),]<~ and g : ~c!d--> ".rq o
s~c~ that ?.: =:: 7,5.e * g. S~nce ,\ is l imit, there is ~ < X such that  e<ca  (we mean:  
a~a~,: e < a).. arid so :v '= %id:, * e * g = i,,~%e * g. 
/ks ~s~a[~ we set:  
b'iv~ ~ c'-~sc .is f rom !z to ~4 + 1 ; assm~e i<~ I ~.~ n H~ = ~d and  x ~ V ,  + ~ D. ~N%~. Since 
x is ~sd'~ded i;~ ';,'~,, for a i i y  c ); we have y = i,:~y. N.aw i,~ is e iementary ,  thus  K 
y a x:. i ,~y ~ i~¢¢ Fina~.iy %r y e x, y ~ i~,ex, hence  :c c f~¢x. Con,zersely assume 
e ~q a:ad Set e'  = ," U e. .~c ='aGe *j} ' ~" We clear]y tam~,"~ = ' V = CT,,P. o B' IaV ass t I~ne  e e~ 
where e; _% [~v, :g,], By ~b )~.'-tne~, y ~ i~¢x, <o 
. . . . .  ; : "  ~ : g(se'-'re,_) c~/(se)} e %~÷m 
©F 
'°" - s , " - ,  l :  g (s ,%)e f (s )}~@; l~_ . i  d 
~ge ~ ed i3trr, r~ower~ a  d Pr k 'v fore ,o ~. ~, "4 
{s e :~>i : tf(S)l< ;e}e'-: ~14" 
Now by ~he .~¢-complete~ess o; ~'l,,,t there _~s h : ~<kq_, ~%:, such that 
{S r% ¢ ~:l<<<',1 : g(s n 0 = h (s)} ~ ~7%:!..hi, 
This means that y = i~w+<e * R Moreover 
{s ~_ ~!~.1: h (s )  e f (a ' )}e  aai<, 
so %e ~ h ~ x. Hen<m by hypothesis <~.r~.r<~e * h = .~r~e * h, i.e. y = &,,e:7 <¢ -> %e 8"a:~s 
proved that  any y in (r~X is i,~ < i.e. (~x c z. ~ina~iy x :: (,¢¢v. a~id the [emma is 
proved. 
rr~ [s *'~ ~,-> f ( s ) j  = %~f. 
"Fh~s e~ab!es us to set: 
,~,.<. %%[s~-<,~(e,:)j fo~ a;% ~ S > 
W o..~ ~otice that f.er a,,~v.., <~: ~ ~:}, X,'.~--= i~:¢~)&, and in partic@ar % = i, 6~c- Let us 
I4bCa.i ,  
m~,~(l~ae~y nO:ice that for any et;f~ is eq~mt to ~ :ius~, is case tba~ ;~8 is 
normal  The sequence (}~) is the modificaiion of the seq~ence (a,:~) which is 
suitabie for s~:udying non-normal ukrafilters. 
Is particular, we get wM~ou[ toi~ the felIowim~: resuh: 
Le~<w~a 2o ("normal form Iemma"k Ass~.,~w eefcd  <~ a~d d ,c  ~,~ . . . . . .  
1.5. %%e ,~@'rafil~er ia~°~g 
By the eF~r~entari*y o f  io io~{ i~ ia b~ ~ <~-comp~ete ~li~8f~!te~" c a ~: 'We 
thus are ab!e to ca~eu!ate ir~ N~ the iterated u!t,'apoWers o f  tke m~iverse {i,¢o ~5% )
with i&ag. We show now tgat for any ~,8 the:~-th:ultrapoWer of N,,.. wkh io,lf., v is 
:exactly r.'4~# s, Tf~is: legitimates the  term of i terated uitr~@o',;veri¢ for  tee ;\(~:'s. 
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The ~ext lemma is proved in [8]: 
Le~_~a io Ass~me %f~, , (N~, ,  ~e,~); then ~'~feio~':~{,, ~ff{sC:t~-~e~+': t~f(s)}c= 
L,~~.~ma 2. Assume 5i~ t=e ~[¢]  . . . .  and do~:r~, g = ~1 a~cl f=  e *g, a~d fet x be 
i~,,+~g(x~+~,). 7he~ N~ sa~.isfie~ x is the image of f in ~he ¢~.dh ul~rapower of the 
~.erdverse by ioffgf °'. 
F~e'~L Le:t H be tl~e application from 2a)b(N,~,e;,~) to /~or deflated by Hf= 
i,,,~.~g(k,~+,.) where t is such that, in ~,~, S= e *g. By Mostowski's isomorphism 
t}~eorem, we ge~i the conclusion if we show that H does not depend upon the 
choices of e and g, ~hat the range of !~ is tvansitfve h~ No and that LTf =lgf '  (resp. 
e )  if and o~.fiy if {.~' : / ( s )= ¢"(s)} e ( / , j ,~)  (resp. e: ). 
First notice that the third point implies the .fi.~tst one, and that the range of f~ is 
included ir~ iv;!~+,:. Converse!T/, let y be in N~+~. There are e ~n [o:]<% e' i~ [I~]<~ 
and g : vt4'-l<-o-~No suc}~ thaL using the narmal form, 
= i ...... ,~,[iio,~gb:,.".~i(Z.,), 
.~.~i~-,c~: by Section; 1.4, Lemma i, i~,~-, v.Z~, = X,:. Now ie~g(x~) is a member  of i'% and 
we ~-~ave s~c,wn that y is iq the range of f?; this range is therefore N~,+~, mqtci so it 
ls transitive° 
'< w as..~umc ~hat e f' are members of Fne(b&, ~e~) and f = e * g, f '  := e * g' ~n N~, 
wi~~ 54 = ~;~E G, g' = rr,,~:¢ * (}'. Deflate .~ F '  by: F(sr-"g) =: O(sE}{ f(oe +e))  and 
S"(s"~,) = (7'(sE)(ff~2 qe))  for sr'e i~ ~+a V4e get: 
~{eace 
f i f=  ~f '  in' {sr"~ :FC%) = S(st )}~ %+,:~ 
iff -{~: {,:: g(~ '~*) = ;r'(.rt)} c % } ~ % 
~i: {s ~ ~,:~ : {t ~ ~,.t< : G( .~E) (0  = G'(se)(O} ~ °l~l~, r}e % 
i~T {e,5 ~ci~'* : g(,)=g'(~)}.~i0~et~q by Lemma i 
iff {g(~<g : f(g)=f'(~)}~(io,,a&:),~, 
aud we are do~>e ~ince the proof wouM be the same for e .  
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embeddi~g i~  +r~ ; 
(ii) ~f ce ~. ~, then A}~ - 7'4 • 
@i) ,...,~+~ is the ,.~a~ue of" 2(~ co.tcuiaeed #~ N%,. 
P~'~.ef; As in the proof of the ereceding~ .. temma,, the 3-@ m~apov, w~-" of ~-~a~ is the 
range of the map JZ, vvhiel~ wo have seen to he N Now >-' v ~ rg~ and x be 
t~+t~y : by a ap~u,,a case of Lemma 2, /~<~ s~tfsfle,.~ "x  i'oeY '. There, [% is the 
(~-<~)- th  u!trapower of 2,< if cs~-{{, so it is inc!uded iu it, "-'--~' r'1~any. \Ve get i}ie 
value of ,~ in .h L~ when applying Lemma 2 ~',~ the_ fm~c~:ioF, a'.~-~s(~) in N,~. 
1.6. The modds  ~),  
iuuer model (of ZF) of  eaca~ of 6~e ~<, f:..:~r c~ < A 
i?%eeL The c!ass/@, is ~ransith,e~ dosed trader G6dei 's operations, and dednable 
fn N~ for c~ < A. We get the restfit (see [7] Section 1 .~.) when show~ng that for an?/ 
~9'{4~ N ;%& belongs to !~ff~.. For notice that. ff X is ~ N Zg&, then for any ¢,., < X, N~ 
satisfies "X  is: V~ N£ga_~", so X fs in N~ for alt e <A, and X is i~n M[> 
The stud}, of the models [~\ wii[ be the mMn topic ,of ~Ms work, Rr, r the 
raome~3t, let us notice ~4-,,+~;~ <<~'-.r aLyv" limit A,. N,~, is . . . . . . . .  ":nc!uded in i~d~ .~[~ce h is h ,duded 
e~,~., ',i,, ~ <k .  More meciselv, we have: 
~e.~es[~2e~o 9 A.s's~ me A limit; ~en N;  i.~ a~ im~e~ . . . . . .  mo~e~ of Mx. 
Y~'m>@% Wf~.h ~he notations of [7] No saasfles ZF  (ik.(~, 7:(, }, sad for aft (~.4 GN, 
beio~gs to Mx since k belongs to eac~ l",{~ for ~ <A. So, by Lenmm 2 of Section 
1.4 in [7] we get that P~. is an inrter model (of ZF) of Mb 
1.7. 2%e connectim; between* eeZ and ('X~) 
We extend hem well-known reIation betwee~ io~fi g and the sequence (<~) 
obtM~::ed in [8] for normal ~g. 
First ~vcail: 
F>;~,L Le~ (x~)~ be an enumerat ion of the elements of x;  d~oose for each 
= %L.  We,, set rvg-)= {£ (~)" :~-' < k((5)} where k {s 
such ~:hat ~hk =_&-. Then x =,,~{F. ..... :i 
CereRa~x' 2, I,Q+, N N\ =V.+ ~ #i" a~y a ;  in pm'tievJar g~(,d N N,~ =' ,q~"ge) (2No° 
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Brazil If xe  ~{:, x=io~:e "b~ Sectio~_ t.4. Lemma t, so xeN~. If xa "%+,, xg  ~i/:~, 
l~ence xgN~ ami ixl-~*¢, so xeV~+~SN~. Now; ±c+l .<eq,  so V~+,@f,~= 
V~.~,F~N~ for any co>>!. ~ 
>'r~mm,~Xie~ 3. Assume ~. < to; trod e e [a']"; then, ]br m~y X in °S~(a~'O, X is in og. (~}~- 
2? belongs to fOx, X, 
~t~ [s ~-> X],  i.e. i f f /& e io~,X, 
[r~ particular X>-~ is in qg iff hoe io,X 
~%<~.[x~si~[~a~v 4. Assume X limit and X e @ 0<0 ~ ?'4> 7%on, X e io,~g if~ X co~taixs 
a.£ ,,&, o: c A, ~%r s,,m~e A cofir~af iu A. 
~uee.,L We show that if X belongs to i0.,flg, there {s a T < k such that X costains 
aH ;t~o, T ~ {:~ < A. [;Or sin(:6 ~\r iS the direct lfmit of the/'(~, T < k~ we may choose %, 
a~d '~ h°.: io.£~f such that 3~ = i~xK We apply the last proposit!or~_ in N~: since Y is 
Lq ion<R, >,~ belongs to L,,aY for all /3 <A-% that is X,~ belongs to X for aI1,9:, 
%, :~ oe < A. 
[%re we su.n;-u>mrlze some arithmetic properties of the applications i~ e arid their 
cOU~pO~RioR. 
b::~ a" he. apt elomel]t of At0 ; y = i(k,~.v is h~ f~i.,~ :;o it is {~1 N~, a,nd then falls in the 
domain, o[ g~. We @us may raise such question,s as: what is &2(i0J)?,  what is 
i~,,,,(;<,,.r}? etc. For the cor~venie~ce, tb.e composition of maps w[[] be denoted only 
by jv.xtaposithm in gbe. usual inverse order, i.e. i~2~o~., is the cor~?,:,os{tio,a Of io~o ai]d 
i!2 alton i~zi~,o(.'c)= in(i~.;.,(x)). 
This is proved in [8], as wel] as the foiJowisg rosa!is. 
Pv~:~e@~ 3o The ~;mp i,,. ~ contb'~ou~ at ~ @] ~ ~ # e<. 
!teratcd vJtravowe~t~ a d Pri~.:rv foi'cD, g I 17 
P,'~ef. ( i )K  cf gS<~(, ie~ (,~ ~ < a cofiaai sequence {~) J w?th ><e,:. "Filer) 
iO.~(a~)~..: , ,  = ( ioo ,%L<.  s~ce  .,., < ~c 
Hence io-f3 = i0e(sup~ a , )  - * . . . . .  ' " 
o~. the ether  hand %f< fov~.  
(iii) if cf ~>,,<, iet ~ be any eleme.u{ oI' io>c~: ~=%.e*g  where g:  <:,-i_+~. 
Since of (3 > ~,:, there is c., < ~ such that im g : -a ,  a~d ~ < i~;.c)-. 
2.2  Con'tgosition 
correct (i~.~ the se~*se ~hat the arrows effectively n~ef~ ~he first: c~ass imo fhe :;~ co~'~d) 
a~.td commutat ive:  
i 
I [ 
/'---=-d i ~",o0,~ ........ 
4 
~?r~f,  Assume that x ~ N~,.~< and y = i~+v..)_,~x. Then, by Sectior~ i.5.. Theorem 3, 
g~:, sadsfies: "x  is ".'.~ tbe ' l-th u!trapower ,.~f the u~ivcrse ai~d )' i~ ~ts image b4 An~ 
8.-.th ultrspower".  Transporth~g that uuder i,.~, we get that ),[~ sat:fs~ies: "[~ ~: ls l~ 
the i:,¢7-th ultrapower of the uni~'erse a~d i,~ey is its i~,~age in .he L,f~;-ff) 
uitrapower", that is, stated h~_ No: 
i~r~x ~ Nr~ ~, .... and i~y  = i~,+i..,~.~ ~,.S,.~e,x. 
This iast equality is precisely the commutatbAty of the diag;am. 
~ie now menti.on a few particular ca ~es of ti~,~ preceding slmpte, but ~, ~cful 5~,::u 
io~doa = i<a. ,~>. h i  pa~4i, cu;,.ar io,, = (io:)" a~d imio~, = io~,. 
(iI) For any ,.~° 3, we ho..ve :':c,~g% = ~(~, ~o~a~ tv,>Id io~Xa = )(¢~+..,~a. 
(i i i));f a ~ ~ and ~ + 3 = 3, the1~ i,@oa = io~.,,,a. 
P>~L (i) Applying Proposiffor~ i wilh a =T = 0, We set  ~o,~aa ~; ~,,,.a-,,.,~ .......... 
iotdo~ = io~.~,,~,~ since for any  sixtieth: ~ k~.. 
~i - -a lv  i:  i : : ' . . . .  
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'g ~" 8 ' ~,e~,~:~ 3. Assume a ~;ce': then there exists T such that zoo, = ~0~o... ( f fo / -  e~' ~im 
f0¢~-  
~?;;:'e~5 By  the prev ious  resu l ts  io, j:o.r = io,+~o,,~, so  io,Jo.,, = ion, i~f ~ ' - -<~ = io~7. 
As a consequence no~t~ce that the relation betwc:en o arid re' "c~e/  and 
~:~*--~;e ~i.Tg~ io,~" is a~l order ret~.~ion. 
2.3. Limits  
Le~,a~e Io K ,~ is limit, then for aW 0 the sequence (i,~a0)~,<x b; eve~&mlly 
cor, stattt.  
F~;eL If a~ee<?q we i~ave i~8::i~,~i~,~,9. Since 8-<-i~,,0, we cow, elude that  
i,~aO-'~i~,,xO. Thus the seqeence (i~0)~<a is decreasing, hence it is eve~tua!ty 
coustant. 
F'~,~.>pe¢s!~t~,~a Z, -" t~ is limit-, the,~e is an ordinal a (X )> k s,~tch that ~i".'~" ag~ x in !\~, ¢he 
seq~,.e~tce (i.~,.y),~<a is eve~ma~i.y co~sta~t and ~ts gi'..ni~ is i,,~(a,x. 
~r,.:.~f. The sequence (?~ -m)~<x as decreasing: heuce it is eventually co~stant. 
Choose ~e" and 8 such d~_at for all ~>~'  (and .<,~)~+3=2~, Then !el x be a 
member of N,,.. There exists > >ev' (and <).) and y a member of 5(~,. such tl-~at 
x = i~,.;,y = ~,~,~<~y. Now %.: all ~ s:~,ch that ,_~ :~-1- a~ <A we have: 
i~xx = (,.a/..,.Y 
= (af~a;~.~Y by sp!itti~g f.a 
= i,~,5~.+si,~,y by defip, it io~t of 8 
:: i,.x, ~,,~fi~xi~..,~y by Section 2.2 Proposition ] applied with 1~ = (} 
and k i~ !he place of t3 
= i~_x-. ~,,..ai~,xY = ixa+~.~,~x- 
B?' L~mma !, the sequence ((,a~3),~<x is eventual!y const~:nt. V~e set s (X)= 
),+[im,~-,, i~,,.& wt',ici~ is also, by constrt:~ction of 8, 2,+lim,~<xi~;,(h--a). Then 
f~, = gx ,>x, whic?~ is the desired result, 
[~"  .......... :;~ " ' is eventua l ly  constant  a~K[ ~ts 
iimit is g ........ x. 
2.'4. Sfi::'~p?¢ oafhTods 
For the conver~ieace of the catcniations h~ the, n~.~,*~t sections; we. introducd a
eiass <.',f ordinals en]oymg some stability properties. ,_}~e res,~it ct below will aUow 
us i:o ..... *,..'--t ' ,a.,.ao~-. ions 0 f  . .  ~,._,. ot~rselve.s to the  case o f  sLrm)le otdJrm~s " {*~ '* ge.~lera]K-j. 
< 
De~:~fe~o We say ~-~:,t k is simpTe i f  : t l s  = . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "~:' <, <:A " " ~u.uecvmIp, o~e ox.u (.;:. ff tr:i01iOs 
ce +A = A) a:!d i f  e: <Z kz@ieS fo~A = ft. 
= i 
E:a~l,apb, The  fi:St Simple ord inals  are: 
tl:e inde, conmesab le  ordh:a!s b 'dow e~.: ~, m~', , . . ,  ,.,-~,,. 
the  first f ixed po int  of the app,]carlo:: ~)~--> iq~, that  is the su  >return:: of :<, a,:, ~<,. 
etc . . . .  
Le~r~m~ to I f  k is a atro~g ~imit c,:x~,dh:a: of cofi::~a~ib' # .~:. X is "7 
~4~®a~g~, : . ssume X>~r. Sfnce cf a¢~,  if ce<X we trove ; ' . . . . . . .  ~ " ' >(),~a -- aLt~E O,<X :O, vf;5~ ,~igd 
..... ,~,..~,_,~,,,~,:~o Assume c~" k = ~_~: we sav tha¢ 7h,= ~:~;~:-,~n_~,.- : : ,  ', :~ 'good u¢~v,,; ..... A i f  
it is :ncreas:ng and co.f]nal in, Z, m~d moreover satis~es at least o:?e ,:':f th~ foih:?wi:m 
(i) for  all ~ e,, is s imple;  
(ii) for  all ::~, eA,<x; 
(iif) %r alt m, ,% ~ < ~ ,% is h :decomposab!e  and io~ ~,~ = cq.  .... 
~ :qpe~a 3o (i) The class of simi.,Ie o~'~ibl:al~s is u~*boy.~'~ded ~md Ù-dosed for ~di 
(iO Sf ;v /s simple, ~;,ea ?~ i,~; iimit of simQ[~: oral;trois, or cf ,,',, = ~e and the~<r is a 
good ,,:eq~e~ce below h Ohe two cases do ~mt e:o'.:h:&*, each o~her..  3. 
..... ,~ <~.o Assume 0 felts:m" ~ ,<, m:d A = s::'p~-., a, where  :c%)~o.0 ~s a~ 7acr~as:::g 
seqcence . . . .  o f  s::,.ule o:,~,ma~. TherJ £ is Simp]e :ts-eif: boz ff ~ <~ ~nere%. ~-'~ .,<; . . . . .  <~ ~,, 
such that c~ < c~,~., m ~d so c~ + c%. = %: ,  a .d  a fort~or} a-+. Z = Z .  F£oreov.':u 
; ; s:ap c<+ = A. 
Su-ppose now that  there ex:sks a greatest  s]n:pleordhmi . . . .  oct:or, .< ,  say ~ {we 
a]iow A tO be o:, to prove (f)): 
lag Case. ;t < ~c. s ince  cz <:q  ~:;a) :is s imp le  a.qd [ : :eater  t : la::  c.:, so o~,~9 = ?,., a[  < 
cf ,t =~, . -  : : : :i i ; : 
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2nd Ca_st. A >,,'. By Lcmma 2, A=~cx,  thus ::f (g<}, we have ~c~.<k. We put 
~o=0.  ,~=.<.,+~ (where o~ is aiways the greatest s imple be!ow A), and by 
induction %+ t = io~,,c~,,. Clearly ee~ is indecompoe,abte ~;ince ~ is, and so is each of 
the c% by the elemm~tari~y of io,,,. Moreover  tl~e ~eque.nee (ce),,,-~,, is strictly 
increasing: l?or notice tha~ c%,q > (~,, is equivalent o c~> e , .  This last poir;t we 
now prey( : c~.~ = io~,~ ~ = i~,  ~% + ~ := ::,~,.~<,,. ,,~ + ~ > ~ ~ = :<~, +~, since cx ~ >-~ + ] > ,-_:: in~- 
piles cq + Juice + ] > ce + i .  
Now we check by ~nduction on n that: Vm ion,, co,,, = a',,+,,,. This is true for n = 1 by 
defimticn Then io ....... ~,,, = i0~,,,o:.%~ = io.~,+,,~,<ee,,, since % is indecomposabb,  
hence io,:~:% i-& and cq + icv,~% is equal to ioo:,C%. Now recall Sectiou 2.2 to show 
hypothesis) = ce,~+.~.<,, and we are done. We finish whets pwvh~g that A =sup, ,  %:  
for h suffices to show that sup,, ex,, is simple, since @,e simplicffy of a hnpIies that 
for a!! ~t ~,, ~ X. But sup,, ~s,, is indecomposable since each % is, and if c~ < sup,, G,, 
tb,ere h :~ sucI- {hat e <a .... hence io~(sup,, <L~ = sup.  io,.% -<-:sup,, io~, % = 
scq-Z~ x~ +,~ =sup,,  e,~. and ~;,,ts are dofle. 
V;.% thus have shown 5mr, if a is s imple and not timit of s.in'@le ordffmh, 
c{'(Z) := ,~-) and we eonstr~mted a good sequence below )~. 
We shvw now tha~. any limit ordinal is seen as simpie when tooked at from 
do:~e e:r.,ough~ 
.~a~.isiL:,~.. : ";, - ~ = Z ? is s imp le" ,  mo~eover  ff a = ,'<a, the~ ,~ = A - e:. > ,,% and {i '~" 
Z < ,<a, then k -- c~ <5. ~<o" 
2'i,'#~}L As h~ Section 2.3 first node< {hat the sequence (A -  i~)~<x is eventual ly 
cons{ant since h is decreasing. Hence  there [s O and #. such that for a_*~y 7, 
~} ~ 7 < ;L .~ =T .~-;~- We claim that ~.~ is iudecomposab .'. For  if v < ,~z, we have 
O 4- ~ < 8 + # = 3.. hence X = 0 -- ~, -!- p. = 0 + ~., thus g~c = ~ + g.. Now d~.e sequence 
(i~;..,;~).,.<,~ is eventc~a]iy co..qstan~ since it is decreasing: hence there i~; ~ sue.}=, that 
.~'or. every % o: a~/<X. ,  i.~.ab* = <~xg< We~ may moreover  assume that c~ ~'& so 
c;. + He =- a. For  any ?, ,~ ~/<2% i,.a,u. = i.a~4 which is i,.xi~.~ts..; thus by the injectivity 
of iwx we get > = Lv;.. '9./e have shown that for any 3 < t-<. <o:, ~gJ, = >, which means 
tim* in ~% ~ is f~aed under  each i~  8 < ~. Since > is indeeomposabie:  this shows 
tha; ~.~. =: X---G is simple ir~ N~, 
Now assame o,. 4 ~ < X : since ,¢ - cr is lndecomposable,  we have A. - (~ = a .- {g. 
] 'he~ 2~<~ sa{b;fies %- -~ is s=;m~=,le", so h)~ satisfies: "<~re(A-~) £ s~mpie", but  
i ,~(A-G)=A- -oe  since ~- -G  < i -a ' ,  ~ao N s satisfies 'L~,-<v is sh~ple".  Then if 
X = ~'~x- ~ is indecon~posabte, therefore ;~ = )~--a< and for any ~ <AA= ;% >~o.  
Finat~y a:;sume k < ::ra: we prove thin: a-c , .  <~.  For  X--,:~ is s impb in A~.,, thus 
cii:her X - ,~ < ~q~:, or  N.. satisfies % - oe i~ .%_~, ", that i.- i~,~ N, )" ' -  a~ = ~+~x-~) = 
~:<x- But h -a  :<~ X < ~ca, a coz~radictkm, sc k -co  < ,%, and  the proof  is ~Mshed.  
iterated tdtrapm~er:~ ~adPr~kr'f fbrci~!:; 
3.. The  passage  'h'e~.a R~,. ;:e, M~. 
The  f0Howing fact has been observed for  a ~onfi t ime: 
Le~t~'~?~ 2° ~%e sequence8 x t.%,} ..... ae,a ¢ee a~,en; '?~ ,% beet m)t o j rN ..... 
sequence i,'~ exactly (.%),.~,. Nov,, (~q,) ..... is in !' i ,  as ',veil as (G) , , .~  :&w'e they 
differ on ly  by a f inke number  of terms.  }qnaPy (~;.).~:~., is in ~. . ,  and  by ~I~<: same 
way (X,~) ....... is in Mo- 
On  the other har~d, the}, cannot be ~J~ ?.~,,, for ;q,, = sup. ~<,,, =, sup,, X,, is rqluiar  iu 
N~. be ing measurab le  in this nmdei .  
It wes then very natum~ to raise the questkm whetl~er M,~, is p redse!y  fi}e model  
genera led  by 0.%) ...... or  by (;.(.) . . . . .  over  2\%. We prove here  this second pnir~t,, 
For  the connect ion  wkh  the first one.  see chapter  7, where  ii is show~ that tb.:: 
answer  may be "yes"  or  "no"  (but of  course b; "yes"'  for %[ nornm~ shwc in {hat 
case N, = <,). 
When no confus ion  is poss~b!e, we drop the s~.~bscripl '°~5~e" whe~a wa l ing  
a>sequences :  we shah  note  (X',,),~ for (k~) ...... -
Thee~.'em 2. The ,node{ ~'C is" exactly r~,,[06,),,]~ 
:e~" ~"~ Si~ice (k;,). is a weil o rdered set, b~,, [(.y,, ],, ] [w '',~i!< ~ has a ~-x'{;dse .~ense sirice 
N\. ls an inner  mode~ of our  gro imd n...°e.~ ~,{ ~ >f,> see m!;" ~nstanc~ [7] satisfies AC 
~:s well as N,.,. By a we!I-known result, it su,~ces tilee~ to show J . . . . .  ~vL and 
,.ttX . . . . .  have same subsets  On.  By Le~mna i,  N [(y~)~] is h~eh{ded in 
M.  We fix a~.,, 0 and  X a subset  of 0 in M,,. and cx~.n that X be or'~s t.o -m . . . . .  J ~= 
,~ t .  i3.x.,. J. 
Since X is in 2~,~,., it is in 7'\4;, for all ~. so there is (AC)  a sequence  of fv~c:hms 
~ : M~-*N0, such that for eveQ' ~, X= %d;, = ~,~,~(x~<' %~-~) in norrm:d i'on<~. 
Hence  we get 
i . , , ,x = G,  [i0,,.& ( re  "o ' z , , - , ) ] ,  
= io.,f. (Xo . . . . .  e • 7m- , l ,G  
' h i . ,  (.t,~ h~, SO i [  iS  i [ i  since i.~(Xo" ".'&-d = (Xo . . . .  ..,,., ,.~ Now,  die sequence  f;.~,,~.,;,, j', is ' '~ ' " " 
/V<. and filmtiy the seeuence  (i,, X)~, is in H;[(X,(~,,]. ~ "" ~ " • ~ ,~ ~' . at me.  sy ',r) pmvc  now ~hatX  
it,-.~elf is : -  N. [(X, ~ ,1: in ~ . . . . . .  ,[ "] ~ ' r A~ " by Sectio'a 2.3 ProF.4w, it[e~: 2 the 
is equiva!en~ to "for  n b ig enough ~.~,,u~ belongs to .~,A; . . . .  , ~no~ ~ heece~ . . . . . . .  to- ~ot~- -: ~-E¢- 
euo~gh (~ ~ ,g  ~ g , .X" ,  what  means  ti iat : :: - . . . . . . .  i : 
:X ={t~ eO:Bm v~<~ n~ G;.,_o,p. ~ GoX}~. i : : 
!22 £ ~r)ehora°Y 
We are doric, since %,~+,. i' 0 is in N.,  and (i..,X),., i~:~ N,,,[0t.;),,] as we saw above. 
Hence k<° and N,.[(.'4,),~] baw~ {he vame subsets of On,  and are equal. 
Ce~'a~b~'y 5o M,o sati:~es AC. 
Notice as a partic~Sar case: if ~ is ~orrnal, then Ado, is t%,[0e,,),~]- Aisptying 
Theorem 2 in two, we get: 
Cea'~.g, va'y 4o For any p,/V~o+o, =N,+=,[(X,,+~,)~]. 
V?e p,-ove here tlxat adjoining %1 to any N.  constructs the whole model ?~(o- 'T1~-is 
resuk wilI be- nsed in the next section. Nobce that it is obvio,.Js if No = L[°?[]. 
We {irst pokr: out that if a <~ t}~e way from !'q6 to ]~J.~ caaeot he generic, nor 
q4asi-.ger~eric (see [7]). 
L~'a>:;>;~?~e io Assume ~ < ¢; the~z &ere are aJbitraU large oMiaats which cue beths ir~ 
2::o<aL. We a'.,at: assume o~' = 0. Fix a:e-y 7 ~imit av.d bigger thae, [J, and set t~. =2 v. 
;.' = (2:. _:~.)~. > is stro~g limit, so k is simple. We claim chat ioM; = g'. S~ncu v is 
,egt;iar, i.,,~.~, ,- sup,,<,, io~< and for 4 < ~ lio~SI ~ IN 10l" ~ 15i O.v,.,0" = :~. ;:., so 
:io9 < x,. and i0i37,' :<- v. Now, No satisfies: "There are 2 ~ 2-cardi~als between ~.t, and 
u". while i% :'.afisfxes: "There are 2". 2-cardinals between ionia-, and io<~v". Since 
i~.#~ =t~,, ior~' =: ~" a~d (2~:;,)~., > 2% NO and ~..,~ cannot have the same kale_umbers. 
C<.:rc~a.~yo .Ass~m~;:: c~ < .[~ : t£en. £~ is neidzer a generic t~or a quasi-gee,er'.c e:v~ee~- 
4.2. 
For all a, we can coastruct the inner model ?{~[0~] of No. We prove that i%[a8] 
is ff~ fact i%. 
}F'~I'~oL ~n N~,[°:Z], '%~ is a ;<-complete u~.Irafilter <m ~,,', @:<:e 890~)NN~[°2~]= 
~:'[~<) r j's,~, = @(~e) N A/~. We cap. thus co.nstrdct in i'q~, [og] the iterated ultrdpowers 
of the ~ iverse  with oh.'. Let us write L~0 the eiementary embeddi,:~g associated wkh 
, / k  ¸ : u 
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the 8 . th  such mtrapower .  We soad grove that ~<,0~ [:On = f~,,p,,. ()~'~, foz" every 6L_ ai>-.i 
u,~s yields the l.=.rsnm since for  a!! 0, F~,, ~,~]s i: ~-' {S a se~ of  N~[qg]. We mc;oducc 
three  propert ies:  
A~ :' for at! ~ io~ J g- = f~ [" ~ '  
B. :  for a!l 0 Q~ i u. ~t%[~<i  
C.,: for all n fz :~° NN~[°~f] = fa'<" ~ No 
>re nh~A nmve that  (W~<~,A } -~ -%0 :~ A 
]s ~, Step, °~* ~ ~ "%- ":~ 
o ~,_L~ . i~=, . , ,  i , .~ ,U(m~oo>)e ,%[ok]  
gem Seep. B~,, ~ Q~: 
Fix f:  g" -~e By  h3qmthesis io~ ~ ~'.s ~!~,~[gZ]. Le t  ] be  the inverse ft:u~ctk;n i:~ 
Pd(,[~d] of/o,:, [" > (which is io]ective). Now io~f beIo~gs io ?,~, he, ice :.:o 7%[o~g] a_s 
well as the  comgosed  man ]. '" ~ ' r<"  xOn] :  :~i - for . . . . . .  ~.e-~ ...... - L% 
s ince g = io~Fd and/ ( in  J(%)) = J" io~ [/(@)] = f(g). "menue . . . . .  s':"-'~ t {;,- ~[ N ,d' x no}.. and 
so is in Nj  °*~] 
3rd Step, ( .=}A.~:  
G'iv any 0. !a~. a~ly f in r.7~. rat  . . ,  .v-.'e~. , ~,,~:  ~'~.'-~ .... = a~ ~v,a .v ~¢Ok*h 0 1~.} -¢~t¢ 1 va-~ue:s i l l  g.,  .s .  ...... &re  e@U7 ] 
g e e~ such  that  in No, f = e * g. We look a~ two mare: froro ~%b (b,%, a )N  > ~+ {:o 
No: vr~ and  g such  that  if f=e,~:g  and iZ~?=x. {:hen n~ r.e,,', ..... :.-,~ . . . . . . .  
where  ] "=e * g ' .  This  aas a s:msc s ince g is by hypothes is  in i<1,[;7i1 v:h ib [ is 
perhaps  no~. The  image of ~o is iodz, so is transit ive in N0, the image ~.fr~ , r" v.,s ~~ot~ '+ 
so is t ransit ive in N~[~gI!, hence in Ni;. We sltow that  these ffnage'.~ are ~snmoq¢:nc: 
for . +~ - .<: " , e; . . . . .  ,~ " ~, iff a'o,,1 -' "rrs;2 iff gl ~-~ fd2 (moa.  a,,.,.~: (where  A =e.g> so--  ~ " s:> ar_,d ,~ .... . . . .  
~<~[~] satisfies: "'g, ~ g2 mad.  ~' " _  g~ , s ince -9~,, is the  same when calc-~iated in sr 
sad  in  48= in{t] iff .k%:[¢(l sat i s f ies :  "'aroe * 11 = gToe g: g2" ,  ], ~" ~ '  ~'I11 --~'~<~'2" L ik .ew: i se  
for ~.  This  shows  that  ~7 does not  depeod upon  the choice of e and g, and the:~, by 
Mostowki 's  theorem mat  % =H.  App!ymg toss result  to constant  [ gives ~ ~-" 
cal led A . .  
!{;'~l~ We show that  ever : / subset  ~-~ of any ordinal  t-~ which Ls {u ~ is i~ N~ [-gf ]. 
For  ] ( isai_so ~ ~- t{ :  ; < ~ ~" " " 'N  ~ [ oB~ : "~" 
is in N,~, hence in ~B[eg],  so ) f  kseif  is in N~[¢] :  
] : 
4,3° 
'We ~ow :give var ious  fo rms  of the  vrecedir~g results Which w}tl be of some <'~" 
in the  next  parts. = i : 
T i~eere~l  1. AsSr~e A ~fn1:~t an:d o'. >-)to I f 'M  is a mode~ :{,vhich !tm~t~dcs [q~. (~dd 
c@ mi,.~s an infi~.zit e s~{#se~: Of {X~ : ~ < i} ;  ft ine#4des N~ t : 
! 2~ P'. Dehomoy 
!?P,~,eL Assume M con{:ai¢~s a~ infir~ite subset  ~7. of {Ym : ~<A}~ and let G be the 
snprmnum of the ~ Jeasa eiemeats of  ~?. By Section; 1.7. CoroHaw 2, 2;0%)r'/ 
N~ = 9'D%) ~'~)"42, so thfs set beioags to &£ Now by Section 1.7. Proposkion 4, the 
~ @ is infinite} is i~v~*, whicI~ iS set of M defined as {X~(G, )NN, :  v R exaet!y _ 
thus a member of k.f. We now apply the Theorem 2 of last paragraph in N~; to get 
that M includes N,,; since 1,,*<X, a fcrtiori P I  includes !iX> 
Ce~°~o~ht~ 2. i] M is ,a model which iact~des N~ and contains a~ irff~ni~e bounded 
subset, of {;'4~ : ~ < a}, M is not a generic exte~.sion of 5£~ (nor a q~.asi-ge~eHc one). 
Pre,aL Choose a X limit such that M contains an infinite subset of {k? : ~ < X} and 
A < ~'. By @e !ast theorem, M h~ciud,es N> so by the results of the firs{ paragraph 
M is r~ot a generic extensior~ of N~, since there are arbitraxy 1argo ord{nais which 
are ~'.',, in N,., and are not i~ I'~,, e.or a fortiori i~ ~,,2i 
&4 
~%t,Y,.~,J mcmdes iq,,, ' ~ r-~ v "~ ~ w "o: • iv;, 
showed i:i ,>,.,.:c'~"~;~c~t: 3. 
We begir~ our invesdgat%r., of the models P& for ;. limit, and first concentrate 
,:~,~ the case cf ,~ = c,.;. In  this chapter we prove that if A is not the form e~ + ~ and is 
~'reatly" of cofir~ality (.o (Le. for all e <: k, k is of cofina!ity ~; ir~_ .W~) then b,4 x does 
not ve;:ify AC, and in !'act AC fails badiy in Mk. !n Chapter 9 we wili show that if 
£ is no~ "rcal~y" of cofinality m, then P,{~ =;,7 x and so 2V&bAC. We assume 
~5ronghout t!is cimpter dmi- cf k = e),, 
5. i 
Ft"~GL H & < ~, any seqve:uce below A is in %~:, hence i~ Nx. If A > K and (G,),~ is 
good bdow A such that ~ is s~mple for each n, then  fo r  a.~y p we have: 
6%,(G ),,:>.~, =:(a,,} ~>,~, so (G,),,>~, J.s in b{~, as weli as (GO,,, and (~,,). is in M~. ~ff 
k >a  ~md (a,~)~, is good s~ch that %r a11 m, .~,, m<,n,  f0o~,,ia', =G,,+,,I thee, 
~{'~k, (~,~),~ == (~,})]1 ..... SO (a~,) . . . . .  ia ~ NIif,, (~,Z),} tOO 2 and (%),; is in Mk;  
F~'.~ae, L Assume first ~%t A ":s ~i*np~e: :f £ < :< a . . . . .  ':e . . . . ~ ~ ~>,~,,! :s any ir~Creas:ng c0fiut-d 
sequence in ~ we claam that (x~ b, belongs i0 Mx. For a~:v ,tufa - . '  ) ~s in :w 
N~., as well as (r%),~, and the da:m is proved. ~h:t h: i'gv<a is meas,4rabk:, so it is 
e{. reguiar, and v~°),, is no~ ~ in b~> 
:f A -> ~q f~en by Chapter 2.4: Lemma 2, A = e:> Arnr ~ooa sequence b.,£o,:, ,,~ ~.~; 
in M, aa:d cannot be in N~ since i~ ~< a is recast:table, w ..... :~'~ a be a,°..:,~,~:~,' 4-,:,  ...... 
by Section 2.4. Proposition 4, there is ar~ <x <A st,~ch that N:.. satisfies: "£- . .e  it; 
simple". So iv  satisfies "Mx_,, ¢ Na_ ,~ ", that is, in i%. 7v(. ;e~ i'-J,. 
5,2. 
Le: us recall that for two seque>,ces (~,'~, and '""  being ", 
means: ~ i,~m,~. . ~ a x,.,. = x,,~. We shaJI note this e,~u:va!bnce, r h:tic, n by. ,:  . We ..... s~*,, 
that (x,~),, is eve~t~ea~y ig:cMded in t:%;,.' '~ or that (x.'),~ is an ah.r,~ast-s~d>.sefl~,:e£.ce 
of (x.).  if - W -~ ~i x . . . . . .  ,,,. 
increasing, cofinai in X and belong ~o ~4x. 
( , ~ aevd =(: if ":,~a). ~o:" e~,t..,, -..~, (~vhere E -a  is (%-e?,:e,, if  S~ is .% ., T -co  , 
iP~'..seL N2 k E- -e:  ~. col (a -~)  iff E -co  is k, cress/ng, cofinal in (X -e ' )  ar, d be!ong 
to A'Ja L~, calculated in N2, i.e: to [via. We arc done since E is cofinal in ,:. ~:'*: m ~- ~,;-' 
is cofinai in .,"~-ee. 
;Le:~:asa 2~ (i) col ;~ ,: M~.; 
{ii) I;r X < ~<a co l  X : Nx ; 
(iiD ~fA ,.~" indecom;~osab*e=ae.,d col X#g ~,,~.eu'"~" leo*" ~e~:-: l ,  > iX',: 
~ L  ~:,m By ~.ernm a, t,  c0f 2: is eq:~:const" uc~:b,e': ~ ~o" cos~,:'~-t~." ' .  e%" so for a!l e: <: a' 
eft' " :n c ~ a is b,~. 
(fi) If £ < ~<a, there is a <,a suci~ . . . . .  ~ < T~ . . . . .  
est co f~(X-G)~' : / ,  f~b{~. By Comma i we net col A s%~. F~N., hence c,:~f 
,~,. e K~o. c~ AE. 
(iii) Assume ?, indecomposabie ,and (a.),. : col A ; let -v < A: for each ~-~ G,, < X 
and y < fi, so % + "y < ft. Thus the sequence (o:,~ + 7)~ is in col x. Ciearly :f ? ,,- :~ 
then we cannot have (~ :+ q.,),; - - (a  + T q : 
N:~ By hypothesi~ :N~ k cf  ,k: = ~; hence N.,, b~ (A - ~) =ex  By Sect:era 2:6: Propos.: 
it~o- 3; there exis{s in N~: a good: seqtmnce below :a -- ~, hence :by Section 5.1: - ? . . . . . . .  : . . . .  : , 
Lem:na  :!. cof%(X ~,-~)is, not empty. Ti~eref0m 5y Lemma 11; Col ), i s  a:s0 ~'<~: 
empty. : : : 
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First let us make  the  convent ion  thin_ foz E = (%),,)@, is (X~,,),. We put: 
Dd<c4Q~m For  A t imi t  
(i) ~,  : ~" " " -' . . . . . .  " = " . : : ,g str icdy m_ereas,'ng m~d ~ ¢ cos A g--X~ss. 
(iil 4< i".' the "name"  ¢~.~ctiot~ f rom °eat = to col ,~; : wmc.q associates (;he elass 
,of E <o tl'~e class of  Xrs. 
L,em>m::a ~_. iz.~ and 2#;, beIo~zg to ,~=,.. 
PmoL A.~:sume o; < h, and let d~, the map with domain  cof ,ki ~--: wh ich  associates 
to the ctas.s of E the cross of  i7 . -~ .  By Sect ion 5.2. Lemm.a 1, d~ is a bi ject ion of 
cof h/-~ onto  (cof ( i  .-- a )/ ~ )<. Now not ice that  for any  E h~ col kXrs-~ ctdcu- 
lated i~ I% is ;<~.,{,e_,~, so is eventual ly  equal  to X~: this proves  that for  any x i~ 
col' .~.!:~:. .,,~c-~a (x)  is aiso A"-m%> (d~ (x ) ) . ,~  ._. . Si~ce ,A~'~'<<2 and d~ are in N%.. so is 41'~< 
then <ida,,, its range ~)..I = ,  arm f inally 9'x. As  c~ was arbi t rary we are clone. 
~!*~,v}e~f'o P:..~,. <'- ,<,, .:of A is in _h(.~. by Sectk:m 5.12. ;~__~.~mma. _. 2, so cof f i i~  is in N,,,. and 
since t'4, sai~snes AC .:of A /~ is wet1 orderab le  in i~(~. urea@ the bi ject ion uv-~ of 
,x,',l~ onto  col X,,'~ is in Mk by Lemma 1, so S_'%J~ is well o rderab le  ia Mk. 
#I£F~ ...... D,,, j ? .m A = .o -'- 0;~ ' is ee < k sttch U¢,2t+/k( u;cF,.:des ~.~.~v 
F'~ze,~>~L By 4.3, Theorem I .  it surq~ces to show tiaat ~..-f contahls a~:! i.nfin]te 
botmded stfi)set ,~,"+' .~t;R~.~, : ,-,B ~'~ ;0 ~, oro eduivak~nt[v,. . that  t~d contains an h~finite subset 
¢2 %* (,~- ,:,h~ .u k.{ weJl orders  (£~, '~ ~'~ ~"" tmc,  exists h~ )VIG* ~ ~ such that  <}~' meets  i~ exact ly 
one poi'm: each c!as:; of 9~x for ~:~. Now ~.4 wei i -orders  Mso O* ,  and on  the o ther  
imnd ./',el.,, (x~ ..... }~-h ~4ctucles M) bijects G*  <)ate (Jk/~-: , hence., via ..%, onto  col }U~.  
Y:'?e r:.ov< disti~,~gu~st~ ~#,'o cases: 
........ . . co~ co~ by  aecdon 5.2. ]_.emma ~ (iv), and ms {s ~oss ibb only whe:i~ i < ~x. ~- . . . . 'X # 7! ~" -t ' -  
~: h = <, t:W the (fir) pa.~t ,..~ u,e sm.,,'~ Iemm'a ]cog t~ '~  >- b~,l = ,. >- ,¢ e,~. by the (ii) 
part.  we have col ), c= ,f,@ Since ?¢~ satisfies AC,  we pick (7 in ,.~',J~,,,, C~cof  A s~.ch 
~:'{ ~' ' G* :  dm~ ¢" meets in ex',~.ctb' ,one ~oh'~t e~ e "; <~," ' ~ co l  2~ los' ~ .  ..... .  .~ c,..,s .~. ,~.,na.~y let G= 
"9,.5" h rAve:  
t~ ~ ~--~:: I Cl~~ 2",, and b <: ~% and may member  o i '  cof A (resp. of 97. 0 ~s ~ to a 
member  of C (resp. Of O).  ' : 
2~era~ed u~n~apowcrs a~.d ~rikr; Y~d~g :[27 
2r~d C%se. i co f  A /~ 1 > 2~.  
i .  t~,is case !G*I > (..,:"~,, % smc~ 7~" we.i1 orders,; G*  we can p ink  in M 47 cl O : : c.u ~_ 
t i~t  Icl--- (2~;,,)~0 so 
tz4/~G It~-t'-° t -'-" .-(gN°~+; and an D ~,wo members  o f  G are  ~ot  ~.  
Now not ice this genera l  fact: ff M" is r~ t ransk ive n~edei of ZF  inc iudcd n: No 
• -,,- • :~" t 0 <" ~.:, '.hen and  conta in ing V, o and ff x be longs  tO M" a~M has in M '  a ~,_;oma~ 
0 = ix t and  an), funct ion  f rom x to a~ which is irJ No is in M ' .  
as fix a b i ject ion f ' : x -+ 0 m . . . . .  ~vs, and a bi ject ion f : :<L+ixi in ?Q: since z,-~' ;s 
: . . . .  <~'~" ~" :* -~; ' i s "  ~, °~10 i= ! ' l ' "  " " " suc lu .~eu H1 Ot  l 111  0 ,  ~cJ ~j~s~Lv,~e ,f 7 I~..I'-G and  +~ ...... ,,_... -~,:, is m V~. nnd thus 
in M ' :  hence  0~[x! ,  and  e=tx[ .  Now ff F :  x ->~,  is h~ No, I-7:'- ~ : 0 -+~ is i~* '~<~, 
hence  in M ' ,  and so is . . . . . . . . .  ' " We flds ' " = (Ff -)1 - ded~ce f rom mat  any ftmct~on G-.-:o.~e 
is in I, ii, and if (1) ho lds  that  any {unctk.~n C-e-<~ is in N~. Each  member  of i%. is 
eve ~u.dy  n~cma ~d in-{)& : ~ <A} so there  is a funct ion D : G~-co  i~ iV,0 hence in 
M such  that:  
V,~-OVn~b(g)  e,(n)#-{Xs :~<A}.  
We put  L~'-" :=Sogm~e,,< , : g~ G and m>b(e.)}:X. . ,  is i~ M; since G and v' a;e.. X is 
e,. f i<A}.We .... ; ~ "~ inf iNte and  'included in txs  : , . . c~,n . tha~ .,,_canao~ be of order  bpe  ,~,) 
uMess if a is of the  fo rm O + o:,o 'This will f inish the proof.  
F~rst assume t~J ,~<,~a:, and  ..x is u.~uc~ type_ ~. Fox . . . . .  ~:<~_~ E in C, .\q~; is 
event~ai ly  inc luded in X, so there  is a : C-->~o in No, hence fi~ Na, suct: that  VE  ~ C 
"*~'~ , ~..,.tc/'~ xs~,.)¢-l~.~" We put  L£ ={E(m)  :E  ~ C and " " - '  . . . . .  a t,:~s}.~' K is "m !\)a, s ince 
C and  ez are; K is h~finite, and  for alt > in K X.. is in .,'C The  map #,.>> % is 
in ject ive and  order  prese~wing, so if X is of o rder  type ~, K is also of art ier  type 
a~, and there fore  K be iongs  to col ft. S.~v ~Y-:  . . . .  <, '~  m~ (p,~). By  construct iov  every 
raember  of  col  fi is -=- to a me,.~be~ o~: ~, henca~ ~s ever~uai ly  inc luded in .:..~ ~' '. !n 
part iev lar  (G  + t ) .  is in col g. hence there is ~, sarah that:  
gm ~ n o~,, + i s -K  = im (~ ~ 
u,a~ is 
Final ly we get X = sup,;., p,,, = G, + e~. 
Now ass~0me (2) holds:  
We look at ~he map : G -~.@(X) ' ,  ~e def ined by g~-> (ira g t-1 X, b(g)), and claim 
that  it is an  inject ion:  for  if b(g~) = s(g~) = n and  ~m" g~,:: ~X* = ";.m g-)% O,X we ewe 
gA,  . ) -g@n,  cdL hence  g~g> andg~ g2 by dent i t ion  of G. Now '~ . . . . . .  
impl ies l~(x)!> ~.~"o, and iXl>S-o, a~d our initial c la im is proved.  
11:gee.~e~ 4. Ass~.~me that  A :s not of  che ~on~,. .k -0  + -a~, a.~,d :ior a8 ar < k s,%"' ~-~-. ..t,": 
~.ctuaea a, H ,  s'~av wei~, order ~, )t = <~ ; #~en ns: genedc ex~e~sin e o[ M~ ", " :' ' ","
in  Part icular  does :~ot  wel! Order  anti  hmlce  does r;o~ satisfy .4/2, and N2 
ar !d  M,  have  no common gener ic  exte~isi0n incleded: i~.  No: ' , 
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?ibe'@L By  the prev ious  result,  any mode l  M extend ing  M;x and inc!uded in No 
includes some N~, ¢s <; \ ,  as soo~ as i~ well orders  ?7~. By Section 4.1. Lemma I, 
such M canno*~ be a generic extensiop_, of ~4~.. 
We show now tha: N ,  and ;!,~ have the same a}eph's. 
Le~,~aava io ~<<, N N~ = ~I<<,. N I,.4~ for any A fimit. 
i?~'eo{., ~,' = (.j ~<~. VI~ , and for a < A 
Zf ~ ~ t~a 
whence the desired equality holds. 
Ca;eEa~:y 2~ Fbr auy A, ~i~zie., N, a~zd M~, hm~.e d~e same afep~,., bebw ~<xo 
5,5 .  
We now fol low Bukovsky's  method i,d [3] to prove the same equalky above ~x, 
k being of cofirmiiW a~. 
Le~,,m~a io ,4ss~.,me x~i% ,.rod !xl"<,~i<~,_4~. 7;~'le~ ~,heee xis~,s y~No,  ylc4:< ' us 
sw:'h that :':. g~ io,.y. 
~:~~-" ¢~.,r.;,,~,~-~ .. ;,~<-:~ .v---- rr, .~" "" e,> g :  ~< !~';~. 1%.. S iace Jxi, iu N~_ is ~io,..m- we may assume that 
fo ra i [~ ia  I,-, ;.~:{.v-. v=U~-,<~,, x~ x ' ,&(.h -.~ Then set . . . .  g(~). C~early _ ao<J,. 
fl~ere ....... ~ u.,~,. a .¢m:.ction g s~4ch thae: V~c ~:_ . . . .  riom g [g(:v)i "~ e~ and dora ~ . . . .  = dora "~0~z4~ m,., ~." 
For  _.~i ~ h~ ~<. l<~:ie~ t~o is a funcdOr~ and 
w:  ~ dora P (O i F([) i~)[ :-~ ~',. 
V?c define s(, a fm'~ctkm with domab tJ,¢ dora F (O,  by 
g(.,:) = .jl, >@(x) .  
[s:s~'< 
Clearl)/ for ;dl .'< in dora g tg(z'![~ e. Now assume that x~dom f: wr i te  x =: 
%,iE' * P: v,,ifi~. X :  .<it,4 _> >1o We ~.rm]/as~ms?~' qia~ I-7D~ s.;r~, R --- F 'e  (iOokJng a~: e 
and ~:~  a:; at _~iec~-~r s .  . ... hxo  cu.). ".brace .~.," =,4,.,,-~,,~.,~ )~' v..'e have: : 
2 
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Fh~ai!y suopose  t~ha~ (x, y)e~[  and (x, z )£  G~g : wr@ ;v = %,~ * X, ,, = ;~ },:: < 
z= vG~* z. mid E . . . .  By  hypothes is  
{::~ : (x@p, 'Y(~0) ¢ F(o~,~E) and (X(,@,, Z(*9) ~c i,q' 
is in ~glEI, so {'~: Y(~-0cZ&J}.  ~ _ , is ]n %twl, and  ..' _c:z, the iemma b; <roved.  
Y~epes~fie~a 3,. Asst,~me tha~ f is a fmwtion iz: /t/<, :,vith &m~air~. a.~*d mate  i~wh~deJ 
in N%. "~ere there exist ~,~ z?~ f~.mdions g a ~d go, g,., ~2 . . . .  s~...c~, < t!mt 
(i) Vxedom f ~n xedom g, a,~d f (x )= g~,(:v); 
(ii) W~ ~dorn  f xedom g a~d f (x )eg(x )  i'.~d ia b& ~ ~' ,- "* i ,-.':- r< 
Wi th  the r, o tado,m of []3] (ii) means  that *-'@*rva.m:aie,%,) b~a ds 
P>s~i~#o Fix an increas ing cofinat seqtmnce (%),,  be low A. Since f" is in 5<,,~ as .a,el! 
as anv~ set/restriction_ . . . .  of QA, we def ine a funct ion f~ in i~!~,,, by f]~=: 
{(x, v) : f(i~ ,,x) = i~, pe}. Now assume that  (x., ~ # .... b<., there: • ,. . . .  3  e j  x ,  y are in so ~.'.re m 
t r i L lS  . . . ,  , . . . . .  .,~, )~ v.%xx ..... ~.y ), ~m ~.x, y )~f  omp~m,. (x', v ' )e l i  ' " {'~r p.,= 
i,~,,d{. \,Ve set  g,~ = (,,aft,, arid (i) is proved° 
(ii) Wkh the same notaUmas, we appiy Lemma 2 to the hmctkm ,,-.,-r ~..v ,e, 
hence  gett ing g;," i,:~ No s~d l  that:  . . . . . . . . . . . .  vx  ¢oom g;,,tl.;.(x;t=<.%" ~" • " aex~ Vx<:~" . - "  
~.x~_dom;., # and ~ c : c-' . '  "~ g'(:c)=:U,°g[,{x}, ueh ~c'.. i~.~;: .< .... vx)-. a0,~.g,~(x;. Now we ov.-t " f 
!-ei*lo" b~ * .  ,~e : ' , U ~ aom and finaUy *~ q~.<g. Ciearh: fo~- aU x i~ dora  g !g(.'c)i "< :{ ~:.. 
~f X iS i~ dora ;1% it is h~ dot> g,~ for son2e ~, Le. io. i.~, x dora j:~_, hex!ee ~;:} ~ox dora gf, 
- q -. °- . 2:  .,. , and ritually iz~ dora g. Moreover  we brave ~ne~,, iLv)=g,(x)e~o,.g~:(x~ ~ience 
;-~z-,~., ~  .g(x)-. and  this f inishes the proof ,  
o~o, For X of c@nagity ea ,~%, m~d w . ~% home the &~me cdeph"~. 
~ . . . .  By  . . . . .  e~aaao i~ducf ion on 0: by  Sect ion q zt CoroLlary 2. file zesuit ~s ~:,~-oved ~'c,~ 
sur]ect ion f : a~-3  ira M}.o By Prop.  3 @). there is g : 0 - - .@(3)  h~ A~, such thai  for 
all ><0 g{p . ) ]~ax<(~ am~" -  f(gQ~_g(g~). S ince .  f is sur ject ive 'w,:.. .. .... ~-:~'e ba N;. 
8g.U  g , ~' • ~,.<e g~#.), hence Ioi ~ 0.  0 = & 
Notice that Prop.  3@ hmpiies the  fo!!0wi~g %eve}' i~g te inma"  holds betwe@~ih~ 
and }v& (k be ing always of cofinatity a~).  : 
I' ~'er~sRien 5, Assm~e ".ha~ X .~ fvI~ and X ~:A~. The~z dtere is i~ M.  ~: ~reqm~.'.c~: 
(X~),, Of: membe,w W %. s~e,~ :tha.~ fo r  a.~ ii::i].K{] ~!X i  at~d X c O,i X; .  : : 
]Pr~ae4; i f  X be longs  'to *,~dx :and is ineh~ddd in Nx; i t  is we:li o rderabb  la  3.<; fix a 
bi}ectfon hn..?wg~ f :  ,q ~.'.X, :and appiy P~opo.sitie~a 3 (~)t0}get m N,,i a seqee~?ce {g,S~ 
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o~ f~,,nctiom~ .vith domah~ _< 0 such that fg  U~, &,: defi~aed by y =: A (x ) i f f  Q,;,y = 
ffi<,,~>:) and g. = i~,,xi,. A,ppiyiv~g Section 2.2. Proposid<m 1, Section 2.3[ Pr.<~posi- 
don 2 .  we g~t tirol for n big enough to e~_sure that 
io,;,i,:~.>, = ix~-a)Qx, Y = g,, (x) iff ia~:(x)y = i<,;,f'(&~:(x)>:). 
Now since/~ is in M, ,  d,e sequence (i..af),, i,'~ i~ M>., and the same holds for the 
sequence (g,,),, ,qnce any set-restriction of ix~,~x> belongs t,o Ma. Finally we set 
X,~= "" 
~ee~mda° U: ing '@e methods of [~] msteaa o~ those of [3] as made in Propositk,m 
3@) e;ae sho vs mere  m'ecisely ~hat for any 0 either cf zv~0 = ef ~',-0 o~ c~' N~0 = 
and cf ~'*~O =to, 
[ - 
,.,~ ~1 11 Prikry introciuced a ~.otion of forcing to change to ,.o the cofi,aalky of a 
rneasurable cardina} with the help of a aormaI ultraf';,iter. We investigate here the 
co ,. lecdo~ betweex~ he ex,tensio~;-~s as tudied in the previo~s chapter and Prikr)% 
one:< tn fact we show tha.¢ f~4,., is a P:rikry extension of A[,, when 0~ ~s normal  or at 
ieas* se!ectNe, aaw! we define an exte~ded forcing to get the same resui~ for 
generai ':?A Anak~go..~,s results hoid for }id}., A ~imit of cofinaHty ,.0. But the ~rmiu 
resv,~t ~s perhm)s that 19{. is an ",miversal"  extension :[or the  exte~ded Pr]kry 
forcing in the sense @a~ ° ~:o .~how some proper~y in any P ik ry  extension iS suffices 
to show this p~operty in ~,.%.~"~ This enab!es us to prove without any techrdcal 
h:rc{n:~, work all the resa~!ts lisped by P~{kry, aKi to generalize them to @e 
<.; ,.'e~ded forcing. 
v. <. 5rs[ recall ~'nxrv s co[]strsct[on. 
~_~'e~,~!a as~: ., N~, ~z,. or gv, is the se~ of oMefed gai'.,x (s, X)  w~th s in [~,:'i <'~ a~d ~" 
{~ q.! ordered by "~' "~<" '  • {.:, ~, ~, .-.,,< X) ie~ *~_:[X] <'' a.~ci Y~.K .  
prop H'iy (see :fOr ~:ishlaf:e [5, C~mpi:er 8]): "'for mw [: [~,q<°<-> ~,< a there is A ~ in 
. . . . . . . . .  ;}, <. a,_'~o ~, ,.n~ ,.the seooeg,:;e 
• " - -  a 
{ ~e ~ {S N -~,;:~.~qle~qe OV.-':'r %~!}~,' we lgKK}[ assume tnaC <,  ,a  . . . . . . . . .  
"'R}r a~*y ,e m q~t, there is X ir~ eg sud~ that ~X] .... • . 
Cha>ter 7 will be dew.)ted .to the study of .m..,~ ~" properties for ~g; For t,~ e 
: i~e~aeed~.dere;.~mu,eraandFriic<~forch~" {3!  
i i 
m,:~ment., let us simpI:y ~odce  that  the  seco~d p:rop6rW ~m~ib~s i:;-~i:~ %-~ o:~e, a.nd 
set:  . . . .  
: i 
Def~i%,mo R~ ~s said ¢o be se~ec~iv e i~ ~ for all "Y i~a ;%~, there; is X i~ 0~ such  &u,l: 
[ X]" C- > 
tt is well kr~own that  normal  ~ttrafi lters are ~",,emc.m,e.'~" I ow,~" we • s~s a~s= "" #m~ '~n.e 
:following holds for any  compiete  a l t raf iker  0~g: '°for any f: { <'[<'~-+ ~* < e<, : acre k 
a sequence  (X~)~ ruth  ]~ m og~ such  that 1~ U~->-u-,~-o - Th is  suggests  replac ing m: 
( , r  " Og~. pr lk ry 's  cnndi~iona th.e m~ia,~e meg~ber of  % hy  a se,ouence ..&J, w~th 2:~6 in 
A,~I  in fact it tv:rns out  that  a!! the  proofs  below ca~4 be: carr ied ou l  %r such  a 
set of condit ioos.  Nevertheiess~ we sha!l pre~er a sl ight differ'cot presentat ion  usin{, 
t rees which -'-~ .... m~,~,,  the proofs  easier ~o read. 
6,2 .  
Ot~r set  of  c0~dit ions wi ]  be as fo l lows:  
~<~,~.,=,,~ ...... ( i ]  %<¢%0-  or  ~ Ls tl~e " ~ ~ ° " . . . . . . :e . o  the t rees T <m [<]<'° suc~ t imt 
(a) T is c losed u!-!der iaclusior~: s~T and tgs  impl ies ~T:  
(b) there  is a member  o f~ ca)2ed sT  ("b:u~;,k" of 7 )  satisfying: Vs e 7"s g~ ;%. 
or  S . r~S and if Src_s  then {~: , s~eT}~°~g.  We order  P by indus iom 
(ii) We set g°={Teg:  s r  =0}. 
(iii} For  T ii~ ~ m-~d s we def ine 7 '~ in 4g to be {~T;  ~; : s  or sc~}.  
Let  us first s!,.ow that  '-;{' behaves  as a khad of ~-comph=:~e a,,?d normal  fib-:~. 
(!) ~f I} ( I<~ ~md Gt  =0 for x i~ 24; ¢~en Ck,~. '< is m q¢; 
( i )  g theue is a*~ s s',ech ¢',a~ X = {de [~<]<"~: s~ e} a~d for each g ~".s s.~; = .~, ~hen 
there is T in g ss~c;~, ghae Sr = s and ?k,r a~ t ~s  F 'g  7]. 
it be longs  to Q~ by the a -completeness .  
(v.) We construc~ T by bdueqo~ o0, herds :  .{..b~4 os.t s and  aii ~:~_~ ~ i4 ":" ~" .... 
, = s aas been pu~ {n ~ " such a way +"~'{ for ,-u 
7',,. for each ~/, s E t '~  ~,, ..... ~ r O~.~ u.~ok--'2 " to %• and s t ,=<,  so us ing (i) {but only t]~e 
~>-comoh: tetess  of ~i), we def ine {~:~'m{{eT} to be *~ "i~,° Clearo, the 
. . . . . . .  " b=~o~, a~ ,o 7]n~. F i rmly  if ~'~ h]duci ion hypothes is  is .o . . . . . .  ,~ sa~muea, sh.c e to:- any ~ ~"~'~ -'  n  ~ ° {~ 
belongs ~o T it 5don~,~. to <~ wh:ch means  ~ha~ ~r,~ - ,~ and ~ ' :s pr,cwoq 
As  a p&nfc~dae c~<se or w2 .~ ana 'r{ are c0mpat ib!e i f fS .  a~',,d S~.  
are.  Not i ce  tha~: f f  we: put :on  r< the discrete topo logy and  o~ n :~ ~L:: ~>:o,<mct: 
[ot~ology then to eact~ t ree  7' on  [g<]<*' is a ;soc iated a dosed  s{%set of M< t~fe s,<:t 
ali inlt.m~ seg~neats ors  the!om~ {:o 2~ Let  of  i~:s bnmches  [T],  defirled b} s e [T]  fir " ° . . . . .  : - 
I g  m ~van. , r ta  < sa  ~ [P~a,  tg  ~a R , .  ~. ,. o,.z, ~..~, ~:S as ca!  °?i~ the se.~ {~f rm] f,~r P "- <co  ..--,. -" . ,  w " e #::~.' :.. ~ ~. 'qa*;~ g " 
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;<-complete f i lter on the dosed subsets of .~'L .tvtoreover ~,{" ;is art extension O[ ~Z,,, 
which [s a ~-.complete ul1:rafilter on the subsets of :<~ with finite support, which 
a~e precisely the dopen o.'.:es. :=h:ally it is easy t,? present c~,,, as a ki~:d of h~,,'erse 
limit of the "~,,., d~e arrows being [!-~e trace maps introduced below. 
The ,next Iemma shows that forcing with <~ i s the  same as Prikry's forcing with 
sequences (Xi)  t where 3¢I is a member Of ~3 I.
Le,~4~a~. ~]o As.s'ume {?<~ i~ a ~eque~ce st{ch thai ~or ¢~'iI ~X~ ~ ad, : th~a d~ere exists T 
b': <~'° which is Mduded u~ U, X:. 
PreeL We define %r .Xa~"  ned n ~am the ~rc~c.< of  X on  t< '~ by tr~, H= 
{~<, ,  .. .-._,::"a~ . .,,, _ ,j.~. Now ass:~me ,.hat for each ~: )<, is a member of °2t.. and 
defis~e: Y,, = Cl ...... ,,tr,,,, ~,,. ]-~or eacI~ n 1<, is a member of @,, included in X],, %r, 
if 2<,, beto::gs to <~',,,, the:~ tr,,,,, I<,, be!ongs to 9~,, for each ~ :~ ~'~, and tr,,,, X,, = 
X., (by ccmventio~). We claim flint for all k ~< t ~.  g 'r~. '~ : %: notice that for any 
sequence {A:~),~..,,~ of subsets of ~;'~ wkh ~;<~< we have 
. .  { ' ,q  "~ 
u::~\, ~ A,~ I: N tr:~.., A,, 
silsce o~/}:, h:S ~<.°c.omplet:5, ~o f ix ~¢, a id  a.~'~u, hl[~ Oy :~idtlct:o£t assl i : ie  :k  : t:~¢ :t/~; 
~}'[  I!: i I " +r  Y 
m:[  Sl 
-..~ {'% ,o, v = V 
mt[  
and die elahv is prov,ed we now construct ~ :: ~ by setting: 
[!t vS  ~ S'¢-;l"[sq. 
,-%sic:hie :~ is . . . .  -q'~ T: first if' s '~s,,  then s' is in ~r~ also. Ne,,'t ..~n~_ is in iF fff sn'~ . . . .  ~s.m 
-,":~. So  ? is ::~: fact in <~°:? nuv,: for at: 5, ~, if s :: T~ ~: ) < ~. s beiongs to "Y~, he,ice" to ,L{]. 
a::.~: \v@ aye  Jone, 
fs m the fiber <<cmt~ralcd by 'ztf" if and only if for -,.d 1 the restriction of X to ~ (.i.e~ 
the set of restfietions to ~d of elements Oi X) is in ~%~ h can be also si:own that 
~'~S 'and: ~,~,~ @~{f~ generate the sarr~e filter 0:~ M< ]Yinallv we show that c~o behaves 
!ikc ~ seiec~h,e filter hav[og the foHowit:g Rowbottom-style p:operty: 
: i 
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~¢eeL  By ~.he corn }leteness of ~< " '" constrtmt a s-squeegee (}.})~ s~ch that i}~ ~},! f ~ 
b ~n %{~ and j ~'>n = :i. Then  app ly  the last  l cmma.  
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%V,- now tm"~, to s~ua 5 forcing 'wki~ g<g. We first invest igate  d,e ","~, ......... ~' ',~. ,-,>~-, 
]>4krv's,_~. ~ fordng~ 
~3'.'eZi~2"~{@~o (i) Fe>" s in [&,] ..... and  X h~ %:~ we def ice  ::: ~:~ember ~,.~ of "g b,: 
. . . .  '~  . _ V Ch ~,-v=:sn[ 'x ]  -~ =~,~ " tc~ '  or  ~=~.ni., for Some f£<~ ,. 
60 ~2" is @e set  of %.x for  s bq [2<] .... .:rod A" in @;. 
(ii) g~' is de~se in ~ i27' ~< is seMceiv,:. 
>>.,,>~" (nT  c -q '  i!i' t . . . .  n. .  ~c-:[X] . . . . . . .  "¢* ,~,.u go:  X ~hat }s i~ (t. >g~s(.: 7<) in 
g,  
(ib. Assume c%~ se lect ive  m~d }et 'Y be ,m:e ~ c- . . . . .  :--nember ~,¢'.,. ~::,, . for ~.':k~ "~ ~' {~:  
~e~:>rnt~}~%.  So by se lect iv i ty  ~~ . . . . .  % _ ,,,:~: . . . . .  >q in '#i such !m~t [.:<i]~-~;: 
{.~: 6 ~< : sznt e T} .  P ' l t  X = N~Xi, ) (  is ii~ -~ and ~.:.r'i-X]<~', , . .o  ~ 3-. Le: "r-.~ ,,.x~'- ""'~, :'-'rod 
s (} £~" is de, nse in ~4;. 
by  Xk,  : [ I ' ]  e . . . . . . . .  " - .... 
"3  " <ho , so by 'S."cfion 6.2 L.emraa a there Js "[' n% '% sbch that for 8.[I g ' [ ' ( ' l  ~<~ G ~g[, t~:hw<: 
~2 >' {s de~.se there  are :< a~d X s~ach that  '~;.:,.-7 E: choose /:.~ ~ such t{mt !sl-; { {; 
' ' ~-. v - .  'T' N '"~" <- 7" i~. ~<r<,, c: ;V . . . . . . .  -,e¢ , m@ti r ie  of H, say i:,;i4.i:::£H: we m<c -~,,x . . . .  
-=). ~ .i so Le'~ ~ r : this shows ¢~at -'~g is se_e:~ ~e 
%Ve i~OW get cha/gc[er iza-dons for ~-g~.ne~ . {: .,~b,~ 
bn Fo~' g ; <p--> ~ (ao~ . . . . . .  ' * '  b h<:.) *'e~ v¢,,~..-~w,.: ~ :V~; g } ~ <: T} 
The  fo i iowing is as it  shou{d ~;e: 
Le~,~a 2o Axsm~e F is gene~c over  ~:'.., ~he~: 
• f " ~ " o[  o rder  ~~:,e ce. (i} g(P)  ~s a ,,o~, .... sm:,se; vf ,< .. 
(ii) P is exac#v ~' , ,  ' " "  d - '  ' -  
~ : the ~as~: ,.erm o i  s-,- ~s ;*:~,:} ~s dense  i~a '£  so 
#(P}:is c0f inai  ~n ~e Now bt  ce <¢: e{.P,: and??  {a P suc~a the4 t, & g:.. For  a.:w T '  ~:{~ E o ~ > : -  : { 5 . . . . .  :< : . . . . . . .  
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T and T '  are co,r~patible, so  S~, ¢3 a ~ s , 0 a, and  g(P)  f) ~ =.s,r ~ ce Js f inke,  ~ so 
g(Y) is of  o rder  type co. 
(ii) Assume T be longs to P and  !s r !=~.  Fix any  K :  the set  D~={T ' ;  
[ST.t>n+/C} iS dense  in g ;  take T '  in PGD~¢. and theri W'GTGT* ,  ST,= 
g(P)  l~+m wfi'h re>L ,  a~d sr, ,=g(P) i 'n+mnt ;  since T"gT .  we get 
g (P )  i' n + m ~. ~ and a fort iori  g(P)  I' u + k e: T: this p roves ,  s ince k was arbitrary,  
that  Pg  P(g(P)). 
Co~verse i j ,  assume T be longs to P(g(P) ) ,  ;ay  s-r =g  ! n;  we Shall write s for 
s.r. We define a map B which associates to certa in trees T '  i;~ ~ another  tree 
~J(T') fr~ cg as fol lows: assume isr , I>n and max s=g0~-  1)--<-max s ' r  we set 
t ~ B(T ' )  iff t g s or t :n s a~d s.r, 1 ;'P~ [" [!~, I~0 ~ 7"° SO i? (T ' )  is a ~py  of T '  with 
g t 'n  replac ing the ~ first e lements  of s3-,. Now le t  D={T' ; i s~, l>n and 
max s ~.max s,r, ai~d (Su(T')~ T~B(T ' )~ T)}; we c la im that D is dense,  for  if 
iST,I > n, max  s .a ma~ s-r, and s~(-r,~s 7. T%~~ is in the  range  of N, sayT  ~,,(r > = .~(T") 
and T* = T '  ('t 7"" ~afisfies: 7"* c~_ T' ,  Isr,:l > ]Sri > a, max  s ~ max ST' "~ max s-r,,,, and 
S(T* )  g 'a(T") g 7: 
Nove !ei: T '  in DGP.  and say ,% .... g }n+k.  Since T be longs to P(s(P)), 
g [' *?-~-k, wl~Jch Js g ~ ~'~ST' ! [~:, iS'r'[), belongs  to T, so we have:  
V~ 'y't[t! > ~ =5 g i" ~ ~ ~ ~ [~, It}) ~ T), 
which is, s ince s.r, ~ r.' = g ~' n, T '  ~ 71 By IWpotbesis T '  is in P and  .P fs goaeric,  so 
g is i:r~ P, and we proved that  P (g (P ) )G  P 
The  next  iemnr~ ca~ be stated "Every  open  subset  of d" for the  topology 
ge~er;Hed by %7 has the Ramsey  proper ty"  and wi!t enab!e us to Nve character lza-  
tio~s of ~:-,.~eue~c~ seQueuces as made by Math ias  in [ t0 ]  for I° -.'~,~<..v,~. s forcing. 
[.ea>~v~;:~ ;% Assume D ix an af.en de,~se subset of ~,. ; then for each s in [~<]<" there is 
T b:~ <1~ and l< 5 e,~ s~,.ch ~hat s.r = s and fi~" cd~ t in TN ~<i,,l<~ T' beh:mgs to. D. 
X"~'o¢~L For  t .~ s we choose 7] k-, <(f such {hat s.:, = ~ and (~: be longs to D if d lere 
exists such '~2 Applyb~g Lemma '7. we get T '  in ~ such that  s ~ .... s and for every  
~ s T"  .~; 7% ~-'~ • r ,  have and there ~s a T in  (4 such t}~at c~lce ~, is open,  we that, if t .7-2 s " 
ST = t arid T beio~gs to D, then ?"~ belongs m EA Vie i~ow def ine f :  [a]<~-->3 by 
f ie )  " i~' --~ . . . . . . .  \ '  =: ~, -, ~.._.. , tT:a arHJ ~ '~E i )  
i:{N =9~. i;{ i <:T'. . . . .  * : ) s  and ~'*e,. ~ _~.'-0 
B ~, 5.;,2 L .emma :3, tb_ere i sa  T in eg ...... 'h .... d ~ , ~ aa~-,~ that  ~c:  T".; s-r ~ s a?~.a  is co~as[amt on  
each  .{cvet o2: 'K o:,.~ ,.:,_:e D is dense,  there is T*  _< 7"_, "~<~ in D. 
Lee t ,:< be sv.,. Sfi~ce ~f ~= ~ T'.  we ge~" t* ~_ T '  and t* ~ s; 
Mo eove-:'... T* is i~! ..,F~ so by. co,~str~0ctlon of ";~'. T*' '  is in D, s0 r ( t * )  : I~ Set 
]t*i :=~'' .... ~,r,c let be b,lr ,,., ~ a~ty member  of  7 'N.@l+?;  , by e©r,v#.',,Cflrm el: "F f J5 
constant  on  ~he fsi + k-th ievel of 7~ so f (0  = i, and s.o T"  !>(, >r ~;.:: to D. Since O 
isope~:Lafor~ior i  T ~ ~ ~- '  bmong~, to D mid we are done.  
Le~'.~:~m 4o The set ? (g)  #,: genedc over g iff ttie jbtiowbng eondi6o::z o~, g i~ ,:',g.; ~ 
&: 
(*)  ~<or every ~: [~e] <'< -->°k @tern is ,.~ such ~hat . . . . . . . .  v m ~- ~, ~o(.)c-q,(g__ ~ .~';~. 
P~'eoL Assume U-(g) generic, and bt  <?.:. a,'~y map: [,~]<'~-.+cZ& Le~ D:={T:  
gg ~ .s.r(tn~; a T~ ~ c- ~p(t))}: we claim that D is dense. For  we coastvuc{ for av.y 7' 
a subtree T'  of T in D... wkb s-~ ..... st,. by i.ndvetion on brews: , <,:: ~ iff ,~"~"c~ :: 7". 
and g e C#(0. Let T be a member  of © f"! ~ ; 
g [ mUg(m)  belongs to P(g),  so g (m)~ < 
Converse!v,  assume <~ sat is f ies(*) ,  gb-~'t if T and "7 are in ? (  ,~ eo is T~~ 7L 
and if T is in P(g)  and T' ~ '- 
dense subset of c~: we c~aim that D mee~s ~ (<:~.._ y ~..e~.~. <~ 3. H~ere are man:~ 4,: 
[~,:]<<"-->g and ~. . r - -< ,~.~,  such that for a[i s ,-.e.~ ~. 
q$(s) O,~¢ !~>~(~ &(s) ~ is in D. Now define ¢0: [v:] ........ % by: 
We a~)pv  ~;~' to q~ the hypothesis  on g, getting n sucn" ~hat. "v,m" ~ ..... n ~v,.,~:z*~ ..... , ,'.sz~ " m). 
Let T defined by: set  iff sgg  l~* or g ~ngs  and ~or a!i ~n, i~m<ts{> 
s(m)  e <0(s i' m). We claim that  T be[ongs to ~ and ~r = g i' m. For  if s ~ 7' and 
s _ s, then s '~  ~, and for s in ~, {g: sa~ T}= <~(s) bek:,ngs ~_o ~?Y. Nk>reovcr k,~ 
all m~ng lm~7~so 7" is{n P(g). 
Now suppose ~, ,  [ t l=p+l>n:  by ' , - "~ '~ ' "  • I P., that i,s .. 
construct ion of ¢,Vs 'c  t l .~ ~: [ P ,~. ~ e ~va ). ,~, partic~a~ar ~ = e {'p q .  :e ~ ~ ~:, 
so te4)(g  I n}, and hence Tg~{g ~ n). Let m be k(g [" n): ibr  aiI t i~ ¢ (g  ) ~)~q 
7) 7 ~d' ~"~(g i' n} ~ belor~gs to ~J, a fort ior /S ince D ~s open, {o:- aH ~ h~ F7 i  ~ ........  v~ 
ue,cm~o to ~, in part icular g ~ n + m bek,ngs to ~, since T is m" rtg),~' " so T ~ t ....... 
.<*, and is obviously in TM ~ tg,. Thus ~,g ,  is cg-ge~eric.:o. 
Fina!iy, We give to the tast resuk  a more  handy fmma: 
condi t ion  over  ,Jo: 
.... ~ ?br every decreasing 4s: ~--+~ them is ~ . . . .  ' 
~Kg(m - D). 
As  a ~articular case w e get back ]VIafi~ias' res~flt:abou~: Prikry% forcim~: ~K Q~ i~: 
normai ,  then P is gS%generi.c iff P = P ' (g ) (Wi th  the obvio~s defirff£o~ of F (~) :  • ") 
and every member  '7~ ~.mams ahnost  at~ ten,ns O~ ~'  For  n,~t~e,~ that ~, the 
case of n0rmality any family 4% ::g-~@z may be .geelaced£ by the c0nsn~>~ one  
whose  value !S t~ae dmg0naz mmrsecaon of  :m-~ :~. : : . . . . .  
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, r~a~ ~gm. o,: Lemma 12, we jus~ h:~.ve to show that conditions 
(*) and (* *) are equivalent. 
(,~,) irnpties (* *): starting frorn 4~0 define {p: be]<'°~-°P by e (* )= @(max s). 
(* . )  implies (*): starting from (~, define ~I~: a.~.q~ decreasing by ~9(~)= n ......... e
p(s), using the .<-completeness of (74. Now if g sadsfies (* *), we get n such tha~ 
Vm ~ n g(m) ~: J/(g(m - 1)); but max g ~ in --~ g(m - i), so g(m) e (p(g m), and g 
satisfies (*). 
&5. 
h~ [3] Bukovsk2;' has shown by Vopet~ka's generm, m~moas that 1~,, m a genetic 
extension of N,,. We show here that the forcing iavolved is e~mctly g,, as the 
sequence (k,,),~ turns out to be A%-generic over io~% 
We set %~ = i~.~q2 = %<. ( i~ @g ), Then we have the R@owJng general result: 
':!?!;.v..esre~:va L Assume cf ~ = o~ a#~d g~ c&, ~hea P(g) is b&-ge~eric over 'ga. 
This result can be easily deduced from Section 6.4. Theorem 5. Now since the 
generalized Prikry forcing %' has originaffy been constructed just to allow the 
proof of Theore~v I !o work even fc, r non-normal ultra§Iters, we prefer to give 
here this proof. 
P~:sef @!~ th~:em: I.~ Let g be, a member e.f %, ; the.re ~s (%),, in col A and ~o such 
..... .. ~, . . . . . . . . . . .  hm~c is ~<) ,  and rb, a~ .~k:)~ r~ >-~ m, (n; =: ;g-so Let P h,e any d e~s~-" subset of c&. ~ ,,.. r.~ /i 
dense subset of c£,~ such f{mt Z)= <xA We may assume that ee -  %,~ with ~h >,%. 
~:%/e set  
& (40 = {a ~v :d : >2!'F e A .h. = g l' r-h r's}. 
Assume that for all r,, &,(k) is not h~ i0~°g,,. Ther~ for alt n .~<~\,&dk) is in ion.°?&, so 
by !': .2 !emma 2., {here is 'P~ i~ g~; such dmt for ail n "F ~ n <2 N S, ( ; )  is empty. \ffZe 
define T* ix-,. :#, by se~T* iff s~g~.% or s :=g~.~hnt sad t~.7 "~ 
('°T'":= g i' n~'r>')~ 
Ass4rn.'.: '7'g 7'*: :% ;~ xp., say s< =:g j" .~hr;t. By (.ecmstruct~on t is in ~,  so it i,~ 
no+: iu Si,i{~!)~ hence there is no T '  in k with sT..= S,r: iu particuiar T ~s not h~ A, 
ai?d this con~:vJicts the ,density of z~, Hence there is ,% such that S<:(,:!)£ ioJ~%,=. 
~33; Section i.7. P--otoosb-io~ 3. this implies: 
(>:,,., . . . . .  v , , , . .  ,)c~ i....... .,: 5'.~(4), 
wh:;ch is S , , (& : ,  k). Thus @ere is T in io d ........ A, such that s~,= 
:. r >is '~ . , .  " '- Le. %, = g } n 4- ,:~. Now let 3" be &~ 7 : T' belongs 
to ':Q ; moreover st,  = i-~,,.,,>&, = g {' ~h + *'h, and T~: i,~.,,,,,. 4 implies T' <~ gak = 
D. tit remains to verify thai IF' bebngs  to P(g): fix any m, We show that 
;terated u~t'(~pawec~ a~'¢d Pdk~), [onS~g 137 
i 
g ]" ~% 4- ~z + m beiongs to T'. For noticG that 
l): ,~" ' T}  
belongs to ~o., .... ~G,; so by Section i .7 .  Proposl f fon 3. 
~ [' ~% q-'n2'n(k'~, ....... , - - -  ", " ~;  7; 
.e. g [' ,~h + na '+ m ~ f~,,,;.,.~,.-,~,.,,, T, thus g ~ nl + ,~ + ~tl ~ T'. We constn.~cted '.-C :h~ 
D O, P(g),  and _<o. _P(~,~. is generic over  ga. 
CereN~7 2. ~ • is ::ebcffve, me.a jot ad g i~ i~,~., P"(g) is N-..,¢e~edc (mar 9~'~. 
6.6. 
We see ~ow how the preceding resu~ _~ive¢~ t,s w~th the heb. of section 3 a vcqw. 
powerful way to study Prikry's extensions. 
We reca!! some notations: if C is a partially orde,ed <et i~ ~..4 <~' = f#~;,~m 4e  
complete Boolean algebra associated to C, we bt  M "e be the eon°eSponding 
Boolean model; and if G is C-generic over M, for x~M[G] ,  we cheese an 
element 2 of M ~ whose value in M[G]  ~s ):, and say it a aame for .,:; we note Vai~)f 
the evaluation map 2~>x. 
~i]~e~-~em ~.o Let G be any ~g-ge~e:dc set over N\> 6(v~ o --v,,i a~?, fnn.~&~ a~-M 
xi" " °-.;v. ~ *,0k...,, . ' :  ~ rg-_,q Assume that ebr mtv. g ia <~., which ce?~tains ah-~ . . . . . . . . . . .  eve o f X_~ },,,e Mve 
M,~>6(Val~,&io,,.2~,.,., ~..~Xva.e,,,>eo¢,2~.~, . . . . .  then No[G] i :6 (x~ . . . . .  , g~). 
~a'eefo Assnnxe d~e_. hypothesis. ":,~..le e~t>.-t'o" hat {7"~ "ig,. : 'rlb~'j(f,a.,~. ,. , i~)~.,2,~)} is 
dense ":n g~. ]For ass~mae T~c-~e,o and r~o ~"a  T f('rees ° ~' : f,~,f,,}. "rher~ @ [{(haXt} , 
TiL]%(io,~}~, . . ,  ion, x,,). Sh~ce T is in ~{(,, . . . .  there is p and T ::~ m (@~ such that 
T= i~,,,T'*, an i we may: assume that max ;T <% For every m the set ,.tr ~ ~q,,. ; 
&, ~e ~,. , ~s in %~'~_, so b'~' ~eet~on 1.7. Proposition 3, ~on(,, = 
, r~*  th t l s  " n(~ , x - n . ] o]- ,,<9,.. , X~+,~-~ e T. ~q]ffs proves that, ff we set g =sT  (;,%~,,,~,p~ 
the~. TeP(g) .  Nov, g ¢ontair_~s almost alI the  ;<,,. so N~[P(g) ] :  M,,,, am~ since:," 
TeP(g)  and Tlb]%, we have 
contrad~ctin!.~ the '.b~o~ae,,~. s. 
]i{ence the claim is proved; and io~ be~n~ a~ eleme~?~cacy embedding we 
conclude that "~ ,'~ " ~,,)} is dense in ' {*=~o.  T ik4 ; (2 , .  . .   " " _ , c~o, so for ar:y <;' qio--geee~c; 
we have 
Co~:o|txry Z; Ld-:4 b e a;ty closed jbmttda, and G anyCgrgeneric:set over No: then 
M.[r:q:]b6 i ff  M.  b 6-Rfn?~ generce, b) i f  X:,~-,xa bdOhe to No N]~[G1~4(x~' • ":;x ) 
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.... ~ e ~. Apphes~erm _..< ~d a ~<-comv!ete. ultrafiker . . . . . . . .  o~ s." i~ a model Ni~ asd  N' a-,,~ 
'g~.J.<~.%gene.,'.¢ extension of ?qo- Then 
(D Cardinalides are preserved; 
(ii) E< C] N' = %2 r] No; 
(ii0 each set of ordinais in N'  can be covered in .~V'. by the union of re so,.." *~ of No 
of the same cardinaiky; 
t,~ s P(g) No.-generic over g, and g ]s a~W ah'aos~--st~b-seque~me of' g, the~ 
F(g') is d{o--gen~:ric over )~; 
0') if moreover ed is selective, all these resutts hold for Pr ikw's %rcing. 
Notice tlmt ihese resalts are very easy to establish, since we need only the facts 
that M~., =No,[(y,,),,], wt~ieh ases a little part of Chapter 2, and that (y.,),~ is 
f%,--get, orb over ,~ .... 
In this part, we exactly determine the Nx-generic sets over %. whirl: belong to 
b{x (for k of cofi~aiity o:) when 9g is equlvaient {in the sense of [8]) to some finite 
power of a normal ultrafiker. It is easy t:o show from Section 6.3. Theorem 5. thai 
for ~7 aormai, the unim~ of two P~Jk~,. generic sets is still generic. This will fail for 
%' fordag i~ ger~eral. 
7. J .  
We ~%-st recai~ well-k_uown .... v. . _ . zac.,, about nor.usa] u]trafiters. 
?{)ek~.~[@~. / ;ssmne ?" is a ~<-coraplete u]trafitter on ~; and h:~<~-->.,e< We set: 
/., ""-:-{ ~'._;. < : h ~X ~.~ %>}. 
L~mmi:< ]o (i) ii ",riih m~< then h * W is a ~-eompbz~e free ult~afi!ter on K; 
(ii) if ~-;~(h~ = w;~h> ~hen M * ?= ~<, * 7"; 
(ifi) if h': ~-+ ~.-. "@,e;~ h'*(h * W)= h'h * W; 
o,. 
(h't for e.~w. f :  ~<--'>a'.. "~*~"/,,~ . is_included in the trans~th,e . . . . . . . . .  closure of w[. fh; 
(v) i f  moreover h is iajectlve, --}"~"f., . is exactly, w~'jh. 
v{<' ~.,t~.L, t,,j,. %.ssume X transJt~ve~ arid look at the two  [oi]ovd~g maps  f rom 
"X  ~o ]%: 
,-;, : J,-,-£~; " f and  ..~ : .f,-.L ,; fh. 
By.. _b" ........ ,J,-~,.:.m),..o ,°.. ef ,~;. * W: lhe rauoe~. ~ . of. ~7~ am.~ LL  a~°e isom0~]~hie, a.~d moreover  
~h.'z range of )w~ is trat~sitive: we get (N) applying ~@)stowski's theorem. Further, if 
h is i<deeth.'e, the map f~-~.fi:~, from "X into itself fs surjective, and the image 0f .U, 
is tra~:~:;i*i.,ee ~.swell as the one of .U,, so H, - w 
~tera~ed Jt~z,~po,:vers and F,=ikry .ii~rci~k : ~ 39 
i t  is clear from !emma t t~mt )aormai ultrafi/ters exist: whc; n,,;;< eomnlete <rues 
do: take for h any function sneer_ that ~rv'~ n =-- .,'~ (~e, any eomMete~ u!ira~}itec ,4 ;:). 
By (iv), .~r~'*~" id~ c ~r~'h = .% hence h*' ~y' is nommi. 
z~os:,ume ~/~s iecluded in P(.~<) and (X:~)e~4~ r is a fanqJv of me:z~h:ers of
?"  we define the  d~ago~,al 5~,te~,sectio~'~ of the famih,, &~X>. by ~eAs)  ¢oi{): 
°d~ < ~q'a eX.. (where. ~<'~1 means max g~'~'--~.' 
}ge~ma~a 2o Assn.:me T ;~,o~weag o~ ~, a~d far alg { b~ t)<]" X~ ia in ~K; ehe~'~ kJ¢~ 
(%-  . - ,  ~I + .'- - I )  i f  not .  For  a~ ~ m [~] ,  ~_~ is in % so {~-;,: f (~)  = ~:~ ' is not  in 6K 
and  cr: ~ is not  G ~u par t i cu lar  i f  i;,_~ is the last component  o f  b ~ J,, -: ~ ' : ,  i.e. 
~uL-~ ~>:% id: so 
{~: .~,,u~-. . ~..r~X~-~,_ .  ¢% and its comniement A.v/:~(~. is i:~ .~r 
Ge~,~ma 3° bor 3/be~reg a ~<-com~,~e'~" ui>c, fi~ter o~ *<, m.e jotlmvi~g are eauiuMe~u 
(i) ~Y' is segee~ive, i.e. fbr a~w ~( :n T',, ~.hem is v #~. T such ehag "~"> 
(ii) jbr any Y i~ T2, ~here is X f~ I" suer~ tha~ [~ j ~= 
~ .~., -..,r~,~ -rqj-= a~,d f~ fs b~jecfive v.ad fz s rddy u.lereasmg; 
(iv) ~h~r~ 5s a b~ee~io*'~ h s~,ch tha~ h * T is . . . . . .  
P'~ee£ t~-~(d, ,  (ii)=).,(iii): iet f: .~<~.e~ such that ar,y>~e; for eve1 w g in :q 1.~0 set: 
iV: f (@ > f(~)} is in % so {gnu3 : ~,s,#¢e~"~ ,' '"~,,,~, is in °~''~ ~,"by (ii) there is X ia 5" such 
¢hat for ~<% g .q iu ~ f (~)<f (~) .  We can then mod:fy f on a set of 
zero-measure to ,make it bijecdve or increasing. 
(ili)r22(iv). Let  f be any function ~<--->.~< such that %f=:,<: there exists f, 
biiective such that ~ -~'-~- ,~ " "~/" is normal. 1]  - -  a113I = X~ SO f l  :~ 
(iv)=>O). We first show that (i) hold for ~ao~'rnat ?;  and tl'~en sl~ow (1) is 
preserved under ~.ncreasi~g injecliOns. Assume T" normal and we ergue by 
induction or~ r~: assume v m ~4,.÷,o By de~uitioa {8: . . . . . .  /" -r . " , "f *e ~ ~ 6 ~?,,, so by i~?duetion 
!~ynothesis there is Z in ~)" such 4v~- rT""~ a f~'. ~-~- W}. Set ~% =: ~/~ ~.r ~ is ~ tZ]% 
~ -. ,~: if not. By Lemma 2~ n~ Y~e ~s in 0~g : set X = Z C~ ,&~Y]> an{]; let ~ n~ e [ X]"+'~ : 
~ ix ]% thus " r ~ i  . . . .  , g . .=  " " So _ . .  Since {-<q and 'ncX ,  ~.q e Y.:='Y% 
"'< e 5q We done since ~X ~+~ cc y. ~ " ¢ V are i. q -- Now assume (i): i~olds for ," and ~ is 
strictly ~.ncreasing; let a ,= ,,~ .,- ,~ h~. " ,,,.,,,, 
i n  ~f,.~ S O tt~ere is Z in gf such that  fo r  ( 'qo'-  :%, . - i ) i~  [Z]  ~ (h (%)"  ~ .h(%,. ; , ] )  iS h~ 
Y. :L,et Xbe  h"Z iX  is in .~. ...... ~- F, and if (~0- "~ .e~,__~, s" in iX]% t:hSr~ is (}r~o" " '%, -0 
m [Z]e such that  .~ - h ( '~?  ~, = ?; .  ! . ,  ~ -- ~, so  (~0 . . . . .  ~%,_~) is~ i~, Y, and th i s  
finishes the proof, ,: . : i :  [ : 
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7.2. 
We now prove that if ~ is selective thei~ %. i s e×ac@ tim set of iqa-generic sets 
over % in M. 
i . . . . . . . .  Let f :  :(-.~ #e be s~ed, &ag {~ :.f(~) ¢ ~} e qL 2q*e~..nero ex.sts >~ m o~ s~,xh 
&ol f -~X4 % 
The proof is well-&noway. (withoat any compiete:aess). 
Le~'~a 2° ~¢ o~.f is sdecdve and X e i,,~a~, ~here exis~,s Y e qZ a~gd T < cz s~4ch &an 
(io~ Y)>', -'2:- X,  :,vhere Z >~ means {~ e Z : ~ >/£}. 
]Precd. Write X = ~';~e * f where f: ~<i~i > o~Z Def ine  ~n-q ¢ Z iff :q e f(~) : Z e g,g. +~, 
so *:here is Y ip. oig sudh that [¥ ] "~ ~Z'. For at! ~ in [g]~ Y>a£4 f({-i), so 
~r~[s,-> },]>~v~ ..... (~""-'))iz.~¢ [s~,fts~)] ,  
Y.~e::~%:~a 3o Ass,~grae k limit and gz~. {?G : a < £}. Then if og is sdec~ive ~here is X e CZ 
x~ech thewt h~{ io~.X. 
f?~e¢~f~. Therc is a < k such that a,~ ,.~ t~ < ~q.+ , a~?d p~ # K~- Applying L.emma ;. in 
b/,,., we ge.c Y in ic,~d s~ch that u~4 i,,,+, ~< Apply 2 to .gc~ X i~3~t and V<c~ such 
that (ge.~X) >~- sz }*; since -y < .o:, ?(..e < ~%, and L:~.-~)4., = Xoe. Thus .u~g i~.+. ~ Y implbes 
~.~;~_(i,,o.~,X) -'x-, hence ,uo4io~+,X siz~ce >>hb, aud '~,<G:.< implies tz= 
i ÷ ,~c . " ; .  '~d 
Then i2'~Z Lv . . . . .  " . . . . . . .  "~' 
~"~'¢~(~o Assn..'ne that Vot ~n -~ m g0~) ~ {}G : a < k}. Gy the results of Section 6.6. 
e,.ery sabseque~ce <:~f g is stiii gen~ydc, so we :may assume that fo~" a!l ;,,~ got )~ {X~.: 
c~<A}. By LefT, mS 3 choose for eaeE ~i X}, ~n ~ 'aucE that g(~)~G.X,~. Set 
c i terkm Secfio*~ 6.4. Theorem 5. Hee,ee if P(g) is generic o'~er gx, tl:>ere is a 
scq~er~ce (.y.,~ k,.cr~_.asing ~;a~:~ cofina! i~ X such that g is over,really equal Io (?G:,,)~- 
~f r~,oreover g {s}n M> (%),~ is in bA~, horace {~a C.c~f o% and g is in <.~.. 
...... ~,.~a~ 3" 5o ~ Q ix seiectivc~ 
(ii) For a~y ~;;~ge~eric ex~e~s,.o~~ No[g] of No, O~e get,eric :~eq~ences over !~ which 
fterated M~apowets~.~d f'rif ov fbrcb N 14i 
P~;~}~ ~ i a the  see o f  ~%r " ~ ': ..... ~,¢ so ~t ' " !: x-ge~er:c ae#$ae~:ice~ over  6~ ~~ is ofd~r;rtd .2 A 
def inab!e in iV_g. f rom ,,< and  ~0>~& In part]c~]ar the  [q -gera ", :' C <~.: -'-~,e~c:es ovar  ,r(~ 
in MZ are the  a[ rnost -sub-sequ~aces  n ' 
gh,es Oi). 
"7 .3 .  
i n  this paragraph ,  we assu. m that ~° is in Ne a second ~e-comp~ete ~fitrafiiter on 
~'( such  that  ~g = h * $(. for  so~v?,s bi jection h : £P--~. m \.Ve invest igate the connec-  
t ion between cg(ag)_ and ~" "~ " , %1. >)%enenc  sets. Notat ions  &, r~ wi![ refer to members  
of ~. 
For  Simplicity const ruetkms re lated to t~r wili be noted with a ::=° whi~e co~sm~c- 
t ions re lated to 0~g wi~{ be noted  wi thout  an}, superscr ipt  . . . .  ~,>t,~,,> Section 7, I 
emma .~ (v), we get in +" a . . . .  
~e~ .... io (D For a~,y g :#d*~i% amg (e, . . . .  e,,)~_[~g] <'° 
rr~e * g = u~t~[,~,-~ g(h (s (Be,) . . . .  s:'.,l~e~ + p -- i)) . . . . .  h (s@e, ) - "  • s(~oe~. + O - D))}. 
• "* fo r  Zinzie A. IOk =: gOX 
~.e,;t~'~° Th is  iemma enahtes  us to const ruct  a countc rexample  to the conje, cm:re 
!~'f~ ,= N r,',.- ~ ] when ~i ~,.~ not  a~sumed norma! .  For  assume T" no~'*~.~fi and 
N J (<) , , )=  N,.of(:q,,),,.t= >~11[(,'-g,~,], a,~d ~t ~s o~.y ~o p~-o,,e th,~, 
N:~I : (~4 ' ,X ]  . . . . . .  *~ "'* " 
One would  hor~e to establ ish a co~es?ondence  ,.~e.ween and qc4"~'-g~mcru.: 
sequee, ce applyfng the cr i ter ion Section 5.4.: Theorem 5. [q.owe.ver, i{ turns  out  
that for  p>t . ,  it is s impk:r  to e,stabllsi~, a cor respondence  between g and  ~':~ 
d i reedy as foifows. 
0i) For X ~ z~, we set X c qg' iff h -~X e ~F[~ 
'Le~.;?~a 2° Q_) Ass~nne T e g*  and X .o .%. T~'gen {{:s  n g e F} & ~o~.~vs: go ~V~,': 
(ii) For e~r,q Y in ~<.~, he,e is v ,  in :V"~ Y '  ~ Y, and ~he same hoids ;*or ~*~' a,:d e{£. 
=m om 
for aey  ~ ~_s and  any length  n {~*~e,<" i ~<g'~_ 7} is in qF'; ~d! t. is in: T, so {i2;: sn{¢:  7]  
is in °F~,. : : = : 
0I) ~ake for Sect>an L~.2. Lemma a., aet s ~X ,g  ~a.~:~ ~ mt..%is,IX. ~hvn .R I;~ 
ingC andfo~-s}nX 'arMs 'csX  ~ i s inT~ ~,soX ' iS in :~r fo  : : 
• p : . . . . .  * - -  v - - i  ~= ~ - e , 
i = 
' = : : : . .  ] :: : : : ' / '  i 
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~.~@~~a 4=~ d) ~ X L~ i:.~ ~.~'d.~ 0 < ~¢~ thence ~" X '  c X ~r,ch tha~ X ~ ,=~"7"' au~ ~"  ~ M 
X' h-~(~) fs m [~(? m~d mirl h-1(~)>~<: 
(i i) J f  Y is M 7",. ~m!  O<: ;q  &e~e 7s' y 'a  y ~z,*ch ~ho,~ v 'm'  ~ 
,~ tg ) - - *  f!, 
.+ . . . .  ~-a~o (i) since"'- " i'.,e ~, . . . .  is in .,., ,, h'l)<j" is ir~ +'~7 more~w~" 4~:mio ,:~>: 0, ~, ss" in °F,, so 
{~ :~:_=_X a~d h-"(.<) e:[.<]" a~;d nfin ~--'(,7)= . . . . . .  0t :s iu °~L We then aopb Lemma ] to  
get X '~ %{'. 
(i7} For  aay ~9<~< {g ) (%)~0} is not Ja F], sh~ce h is 9~]ectfve, so {~t:~t~ Y and 
~t{d.;'~} is i~ ~75:. We @.en appb Lemma , to get v '=  ~,  / = a _ ~ p ,  
s,~ef~,~;~a¢~[~. Wc construct  z4 farad iF: ' .  two  subsets of lie] <<* by: 
,~ G ~[n]"  ,n  ~.l and a~xl max s<:+~ " ' / ,]r s =s  (~] ,  ~ ' : -~(~]  "=[w]v  
,,,;x .s .<~ ,4,.:;° ,;%< . . . .  Is! = k~ whh . . . . . .  . . . . .  ., . . + . ,. ~,, 
the f,,)rct~ kp wkh k ;~-2. 
~%~e {hen CO!~St.rt~ct ~>2=~,~ -</':=~ aa4 . . . .  '~2~ ~ ~= ~-" by:  
(iii) 7k~<G i gr #o* all s 7~s-~ il~ m {~:s~ge7]  is in ugg, and if moreover  s#s~ 
dmn s' ra 4"  
(i\') T e ~"{7~: 7f7" !ST! iS muboiple of p and if s ~ s,,. in T and is i is mult iple of p, then 
~.. n . . . . . .  77, and if .~ i~:~ g~:~}ism , T2s .~. in '~ ' i .hensa_A  ~. 
L ,e~ v:-~ 4° (i) g', ;;s d~e+:se gn g;  
~?/%~e{'.< (i} :f .c  7' be any n~:'~ ~. c~ <.J~ -,~ ; we construct  7" ___ 7' by induct ion  on ~eve~s. 
Fhsi  >;~ .... ~r; atqsumc s 1-t~s he,,-~ out iri "~"" let ~ be the last term of s, ~a be. max 
~ tr~)a~vdX vo le ; . ,  ~mT}. We apply toXand 6thekemma3get t ingX 'gX.  
e~r>d se~ .'; '~ ~ {~ T'  7.~[ {7 ~ .,,v", {4 : :;"~g ~- T'} i'D ID 9Z'..~nd J'or aI~ s-q~ m T", h ' (~)  ~ [~ ]" 
L (o+ by co,~s<~mctk)ri, so s'~'~ ~s i~ A ~b.us T" is in 'g,, 
which is defuse in '%'. 
(7 ~ Let  7" l=e ar, y member  .~f ,-o~< -,,, + we con<truer T' .q; T by ixxduction on groups of 
V~ i . . . .  .. . .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  k  Firs~ , ,*v~,-,,~.~,.< so ,2 sv. suc}i that {sl. is multiple ,~,~ _>; we Set S,r, = s'o. Now. ~,
:~.xsame s c,.~.s bee~ put in T':  let <~ L~e e~te last p tee'ms of s, ~ be h(v~) arid 
:t+ ~.-:: s < '{i+7 £}, We apply to Y and  (} ti.,e }.emma 3 (if) getdng Y'~ aad we set 
:,,"g,;v T '  ;iJ: %~ +¢'. i+~%,,v "/' [s f~ :},"',, and fo r  al i  c, r,~- . , . . . .  s ~:~ in T 'h(~) :>h) 'q)  by 
.... A ". s "g]", which is i~ g '< s ~s ~ i.<.:<~ h  ']'has is [u  " dense 
,"~ ' * ( .':? (," .)} + [.~e :~ m~d max h Wg(m-- D) <mir~ .... ¢~°°-"<(gtms>0"" .... 
{ii) ( f  P:~(g) ~;,s ge}~eric o~2& • "g'~', the~, ~* - "  is 
h(9. ! [mF. . (m~J  o)]>h:{~{ l ' ( [m ~ '=? '  
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P~'e<g. Assmne T ~s ~n P(g~ f')($ . . . . . .  ~ t,q:e ;-~ such. <<ha; s.r . , ,  
alis in T such that s ~ ST., S is b:i A, !n particular for ,,~ ~-~-}~ ,;  i' m E~: ~!~ i;, ~..@~ich 
gi--es (i). 
The proof  is ana!,ogous for (ii)° 
-,I ~ (~  is get'eric over N', @ca ghe~'e ~s g evem'~gh, e~;~zl ~o g .~_~ch 
thai  P(g')  Ct ~ ,q <g~. 
tn) ~. .f tgI is genes're over ~+~';',.~ , W, en ~e;~ is g' ecexmoilv, eqtlg~ fo g s~.,cfi. #},~ 
P~','~q7 (i) Firs[ fix in Noa  sequence s :~e..~< such tha~: for nil ~-~ s [' ~~ ~s m A. 
(construct it inducth;ely}. Certainly s is bo~'.nded be low ~<, as we~l a_~" U {h  q[s@)): 
,~e~0.}. S ince P(g) is gener ic  Over ~g, g is cofinal i~ .r<, aml so is U{h- ~'(g(a)): 
~l ~ ~e} since for any O < ~< the set {T e *'-g :Vs ~ ST V~" s ~ { e T--;-> rain ,~ . . . .  i ~"~ > . . . .  .~- ,~ ~ :is 
dense in N. By Proposi t ion 5 (i) there is ~ such that  Vm ~.~i h ~(g(m))c [:<]~" and 
max h-Ug(m-  [ ) )<ra in  h-qg(m))°., a'ad since ..i{b-'-(gf~f~)~ . ,  , , ;'~ ~:,z,r . . . . .  is cofina! in :~ 
we may assume that max h-qs (n - ! ) )<mi~ h-~(~('-'n~ ...,,.,,. Then we sci g '=  
s ~ nng  i' [~, ¢o):~'{g } is gener.~c over  e,~ as vve{~ as ~'!g) is. a~:_~d ior a [ im <'/i 
in _A, and P(g')  is included in ~g~,U q~'\({~. The ~oroof- is paral lel  fo~ . . . .  "~ ;~, 
D,=i~x@~e'~o i) For  T in ~ff'~" we def ine ~-"('FI as foi!ow~: ~ s,~.c{% s%, s .... 
~'d  " " ~1<-!~ We set  ";,'s, ~ " /~-  ~I I < " 
(ii) FOr T in c<<% We del]ne sx~-~-~T  _ , to be the ctofcure unc~er" _4~<dv~::,-.~ 4, ~'., -~'v'+. 
Ch@eo H + E; aa isomorphism f rom c~f~ onto %'2 and H-  i*.s inverse, f-\=;r, i [T  i,.~ in 
"if~ , H+(T)  is included in [~e] <°~ since g s n~c '~e T h (~)< h(~@. ??ben ~:~+{T) :is 
c losed "~ -" ' un. e,~ inclusion since T is. Set s~.= h(sr)  (since !STi = £P): d~en if si e [~(,r-.~ 
s _D s'r or  s ~ s~. if  moreover  S D sir, 5 (t) with ge T, so {a-~ t°~~ e T ie  f"~,, and 
h(~k:0 ,  so h :(~)~[~]~' and 
lain h--~(~) = rain "0~ > max ~' = max h- ; (s ) ,  
so sr"~deA; and H+(T')~ ~2 . . . .  
h-~-(i~)e[~,.] ~, h-a(:,~)~[~:] p and max h-~(~),<n~!~[h-~(rt} since sn/g'm;? ,°--A; h- (T )  
is closed under  subsequenee,  and since T is~ the closure adds no :;eqt-eno: of 
~ength mult iple of p. Set  ser=:~-~(s?); then ]srr I is m~.fitipie 0~ t~ and ~i se iH- i73  
s ~ s[, o r  s ~ se~.. i~' s ~ s~, x ~n H- (T )  and Ist is :makiple o f  n, then s = }~ ~(-') wld:~ 
Assume ~ n~ £ H- (T) [  and Ix I muFjp le  of p : S ~, [ :  [÷!(¢n h), thus max t <: ~i, hence 
h(the tast, e :terms of s} = '; < ~ = h(~)} s0: s n~e!.A::~;: ar!d H- (T )  belongs to "<.~?~!~. 
Finatiy it is obvious that  H + i~rder  p resen@.g  and H-  is the inverse of H+: 
the e!aim:~s thusm~oved.  : : ~ : 
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De,':,:;::¢;;~m. We exte~d to [~/]'~ the definition of i% by }~tg~(~ ~(g t [~P, (~ + t)~))}. 
Ti~eel-em 7o P(g) is ger~e'ic ouer ~ iff Ne~ exists g* s:.~ch that P*(g*) is generic 
over ~* m~d g is eve:~ma@ e@~d to h(g*). 
~@~o Assume ~ ~:j g<~u s~c (,v6~ ,0. by the Corollary 6, there exists g' such thaf g 
is eve~tually equa| to g' and P (g ' ) rh~_q~2.  We define g* by ge [ ,£g= 
5-~(g ' [ £). By the choice or £', g* ,is in [,'@', and we prove that P*(g*) is generic 
over <g*~ Yet let D* be a dense open subset of ~*,, and D~ _ be D* ~ ~8~".. We, , set 
D : H+'D~U ~!g'~\q:~:~., andclaim that D X dense inN.  For cg~ is dense in ~ and, ff 
T is in cg,:, H--t'r] . . . . . . . . .  is 4~ q~72'- since" D'" . . . .  ~s dense in qg* there is '~'*~ mD~ "" ,~*~ ... . .  ~- (:<),,.r.. 
since ~s  is dense ~ ~* there is ~"  in (g~', T~c  ~ Since D* ~s open, ~ i {s in 
D'< Moreover %'~" is open in I;~, hence H- (T )e  ~ ~ ma_d T~:e%~l ,~ . . . . . . . . . . .  
impties T'[ .s q~'~, t~at is T'~:e D~. So H+(T~ ~) e D, and is included in ~-~+'< - ' . . . .  
22 Tbc claim is pmvedo NOw since P(g') is generic over % ~i~ere exists T 'e  
P(g') ¢1D. We have then T' -~ P(g') C1%, hence T' ~ ~,  so T' = H+(T  ~) for some 
7":: in D~", We claim that TeeP*(~*) ;  for fix any k; g' I' keT ,  so h--'(g' [" k )e  
"F* : H-(T')° But  h-<(g !' ]~:) is g* f' kp. Nnally we proved that P*(g*) n;,eets D*, 
and ~;o P*(g*) is generic over q¢*. 
Conversely ass~me P*(g*) generic ever ~*. By Corollary ,5, there exists g*' 
even~uai!y equal to g* and such that P*(g*')r3 ~:~ N~L We set g--, h(g*~): g is 
- - - a ~-:~:x and prove " ~ " incr~zasing by d~e ci~o~.ceel- g*', is e'ver,~tualiy equai to ,~,tg , we .=nat 
P(g) is generic over % For let D be a dense open s~bset of qg, D~ be D C~ %, 
D* :: H-"DsCl ~'}~\C%~.~ ". A_s precede:cxtiy )* is ieuse since. D is dense; open; since 
.8*(g*') is ge~.~e~:ie o~'er ~* the~:e is T*eF'~:(gn')f~D*. Then H+(T *) is in 
P(g~ F] O, and ~:~(g) is generic over % 
'7 ¸ .4. 
'?~ie apl/£y the preceding result to ~r~erie seque~ees over ~(!x. IFL:s{ notice tha£ by 
. . . . .  : ,~ -x "~ is also a member of for any ). 
! imit.  Y ix . . \  of  cof isa l i ty  ~o. 
5y Secclon 7.3. Lem.ma 1. hw S:<A £.~, which is "<,[s~-~,s(3,}]~ is also 
0.5. s~ ~48~":~ s.p7)" "s(97 + is -  I.))], that  is io:.h(x~:~ . . . . ,  ,,m,+~-"* i)- .os'~. Sect on  ~ " 
Th, wem i. applied to %"~ we see that for any (%),, in col A (X~,), is 7%d.geae£ic 
over :d;{ ~. 'liras £he pre~,km:: tkeorem yields: 
Defil~e T < X F:;s.-~;~ to ha the f i - th  terns o f  ~o ]~-~(" ] and let c~,. ~ be the set o f  
s~squences which are evemma]b ec!ua~ to sor£,e seq~ence ~((;g~,),,) with (%~),, in col 
;t. Thou 
(i) 'gk is i~ i~,&; 
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(ii) For each g ~n '~ ,  P(g) is N,,-generic over %.; 
(iii) I f  moreover T" ~s normal, !~ is exactly the set of the N& =gene~k~ ,:~ q~e~.~ces 
over ~x which are in 2~i. 
F!ref~f~ (i) By Section 5.2. Lemma I !c~-" is in li,g~,: = i;/&, arid ~.~ is the set o~: ti~e 
sequences whie!~ are eventuaily equal to so~e ga£(g) wi~h g in !~::[:, by the actua[ 
definRion of >'~ which is as we noticed ~he same as preceder~tiy. Since i0:,h is in 
(ii) and (Hi) resutt from Sections 7.3. 
e~ g so ,He  gg-co* -Hp~cte  ~'" ~c" Ce~oEaa%~, Zo I f  ~e is eqv:ivde~e to ~he p-~h ~;o~a r0,, *ge~r'a;~*te," ~ieh 
p >12, the~ if g f.~ any N~-~e~eHc se~ie~ce over g:  
(i) The~e are i~t 5;o[g] No-gene~'ir seqrie;:~ces over c g v,,hid~', a~.'e Hot eve~m.~.~:~?~ 
included i,a g; 
(ii) Tg:ere are in Bro[g] ~¢~o No-generic ue,.~ueeeces over (g whose ~'~nio~:~ is' v.~,~" 
generic ove~" co 
~'®e~,. It suffices to bok  at" P%. Members of %% eorree~}ond in SS"~ ~.<?, tbo~.e 
sequences (~,),, in eo:~ ~ which satisfy .~>.~+~. =i_~I~£~- k for ~:. = 1 . . . . .  p - ! ,  (~),~ 
. . . .  ee~ ~s 
not an atraese-sub-sequenee of Ov;0~, whk.h is h(@:i:~),,~,o), a id  thin the un~o,~ oi: 
(~,~)~, and h( (~) ,~a)  .~s not generic over ~,  since it cannot satisfy the neec:;sary 
condition given by Section 7.3. Proposit ion 5 
c@;,'eMfty at, the set of i ~-ge~ede seq~.~e~eea over % ~,hich =are in M .... . . . .  a.. g, ~.:> 
P~'e~e~. Kuaen has sho~ ~n that if No = L[~(t, then og is equh,alent [o some power 
For any oz and x in A!~, f_e~ere are many ways ~eppzse~t_ing ~ as fl~e hm~e ~mder 
~X of a finite support function. 'We show now that for each ~; h~ N~ there is a 
mine s~. octet o~ ~ which is a suppo~5; for functions representk~g z~:; and of 
course we ca11 this minimm-n Subset the support of x. We aS[so trea~ the conv.ectic,~ 
'oe.weea~- - the supports at levels ~ a~ad #3 of an element of I:%% for ~ . . . . . .  ~v,, The results 
obtMned ia~_ Section 8,2. sah~ee for  Chapter 9. ~r~--...  rather eompiicated ~a~. .. . . .  ~me" ......y 
oi  See*ion 8.3, is n~eaed for Chapter 10. 
8.I ~ 'l%e exia~.ev.c.e of ~he supp0~'t 
. e n . - I  - ~here is g. a , r'-'-->No sech fl~at x=%(e~e. , )~:g~ : : . . . . .  : 
'~( 7. Dehoraov 
i[-"~:~t.~:[!° The  p~x~of is exactly what one ,-r~ay expect. O~e must  simply pay atte;~don 
to I.he notations. 
So assume : ~'-- e: and iet f.~ the greatest ord'nal  which [s in one, but ~ot both, of 
e~ and e> say -~ a e , \ev  Put eo = e~ \{>t.  '&e cla,2m thai: go exists: ,< . . . . .  ~G st!.ch 
that x = rGe o ~.-'= go. 
We set e = e,  Ue> .p, = ie, n ~'-I, ~ = te ~ ~-i a~d q = l,'e:i--p, - - I  = !e [ - -~-  t .  Fi~ 
naHy ,~ote E> ~?. thc ir~.ie.ctk)ns i-h ÷ q--> P + q, I)~ + q -> P ÷ q m:spectively such that 
e~ = ¢H~ and e2 '-: eP22, and also thek  restrietiox~s to p~ or P2. 
Now by hypothesis {s ~- ~ : g~(se~)- g~(xex)}~ %~; i.e. 
ls e ~<i~i : g~(sG) = g~(sg~)} e %+ 
'FMs means that Xe  07.~,, whet,.: X= {~ ~:' : ~ ¢~.} arid 
since when s = ~'" ~"{  g,(sE~)= g-,(i~E:~rlc'{) and >(sEa)= g~(~E2r~g). Put Y= 
{~E~ : {~ X}. ~.! ~ is m .':< {E~ is h~ Y, so ~ is in E~ * ;<, hence V~ * g ~s in ~i~,, and 
Y is in q~>. 
~20F << i~] ~/'% We; Se!  
,~ ..... :=ar'q,~e<nen~o~'Xsuch~,e:.,g(,,~)E;, f f~r~Y,  (0, . ,0 )  if not. 
;q(,~') =a~b~ clement of X~< if ~'~: 1%0 if ~aot. 
Fhm!ly, we dei~:~e go: <" - " -+No by 




.fG g- .q ~,, = ~- : g~ (~"°~'  c~3 = % (#"~'~( 4~W~ - -  '<,~{~'d~"~o)i~ '~g~ 
Gv..., k, empty ni mere exists y in iqo such that :c = G~Yo 
B5 t~e :yew defini i i0~ o f  e Jx )  w,; ge-.: 
8.2 U~:~ards connection between xupportS 
~j. in e~(x) r~ [c,, ~),  v,e have b~ - oe e h'n io.~, then <.(x) ~; e,dx). 
g~:~'eea2o Let  3' be sucl~ that  z, a = ~0,/,'~v (by Sectio~ 2.2. Ler;~ma 3) a,ad ~,~ . . . . .  bc,~ 
such that }&,~(~)c~f~,s)= io,. (Z ,d  • ",~,,) ~w,~+~p. '+. '+"  exist by the hypothesis on  e.i:s' g-~,+a ~, by 
Section 2.2 Lemma 3. and  P.eca~se ;v',~,=io~;(~). 'Fhe'a if x=~:~ee. ( :~)* [= 
i,,sfO*..~(:~); we have:  
__  " £ F I  : d . 
,~, . . . . . .  we set  7(~) ( -h )  = f (~/ '% so 
x = i) [io. F( ,,~ . . . . . . . .  "~' "~ . . . .  . . . . . .  &,.,,)l ~¢. ..N(d(g.~e}md,~ 
m > ? -~ since ~,% .:,~-~,~ is in :%, so in do,n  i~,  [ i ,~-S( >.'." " "?l,,,,) P' :4"' x ~(~.!o 
B~;t io-,.F(>:~,'" ")6~,.) ('~ ~< TM x ~'% (where m : ie~ (x) G [o~, ~3)I) is a fuacdoa  .: ...... -> 
No "~o we taave wr i t ten x ia  the fo rm x = i~g(;y~,,~._, ,.) and by 8.1, i emma 2. 
o ¢ .~ ~- e~(x) O.~, th~s <dx)c_eSx) .  
,..-.,.r a im ~s r.,ow to prove a converse resg[~ for st~pports, i.e. a:~ {r~ciusio~ of 
ca,. ()c). O~ e in % (x) ~ior cc ~,< 8 a~d x in t,;¢~. We need first establ ish a %w. [em~nas. 
io~ ; then X%(,0o.~) = ieo'O~4.,:))- 
F~e.~o Wr i te  x = iovg(~.,~).  Then i~,x =. i~ ,~, [ i~g~, ) ]= io~gi i~o ,~ i .  ¸ a~d 
Sect ion 8. I. Lemma 2 proves  that  21<~0~¢..)c= i~o.,g~./,:~> Conver,~;ely s ince i,~09:,,. ,:~ r~ 
;<,,. Can eni? be the  {mage of a~other  ,y ~.mder ia~,)~ Now if i~o,x = ":,,~.~gq;*(<~,~) = 
ioagt(ise,,jg~); we ge{ i,so,x = :;eo,rio~g'(;g~?j, " -~ '  ~' . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . .  "~ 
i ) ' :, .... i i : : :  : : ::::= : 
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~e~eOeL We argue k, N~., and may assume >~ = 0. By Section 2.21 Coro! lary 2, if 
. . . .  " " then 0c~e~(x), so by .g ~t1'~ !Ol then go!X=il2X+ Conversely assume xe: :m go:: 
7_.emma I, I a ea( i ( .x)  since i0:i:~: = i.,.: implies X,,~<,,::)=/o:X<(x), fan,nee ea(io~x)= 
I + e~(x). But Lemma ] i,~g>iies also that X~,:(:,~::~ = i~aN~,(x)]:e~ce e: ( i ,~x)= el(x),  
and in parUcular 1 ~ ea(i,:~4), so we carmot have io:x = i:~x. 
>~'e::. B)7 2.2 P,:'oposi'do~: 1. we have: 
i:,.4-1gt+2:og --/of, +:'-%,., ,, ~:(-,z--{t£ !)j- 
~o. I + i ...... ~(T -  ~) = i,,.~.,.~ (3 ' -  g-) and  2 + i,,-,--:.,+e('~ -- (f:~ + ! ) )  = i~.,.~,=, 2(T -- b:), and 
usi::g that po-1-8=>+{3 ' iff 8=8 ' we get that i~<~..,.:io.,=7~,_+~.+27.% {t3~ (**,.+: 
(y -~)= i.., :. .+e(': '--~), that is by Lemma 2 :ff T- f :~ im i,~. ~,. 
X~.,c.~ is h~<.b,A¢.4 ~:,., lm i..,.~ : (wh ich  ;mps;~,~ ¢t,.~ • .,, o (-.~ since " ~ ~ 
~,'(.~ ) ":'h,~', " ioaf( i , .~+:X~.+.. )  a:.,d ' . "=  " ,  ' .  " 
:~.~, !~ ::~ i,~,~tv, l.s2 .. i_:4 c ' -~ = ~ . ,- , :ha:  is. by : .emma 3° :s xe,{~) 
,".)at aim is to show ti:at, trader certa:n condii~ons, g. cannot  be long to <~(x) a>d 
~:ot 1:o <s(x) i'o: : h: N~, FIN,> Lesrmna 4 shows that  ,v~ capmot bekmg to e.~(x) i f  in 
d:e :;mlle. i i~e X~.,~; is :nduded :r~ im i~,.,.~.> We ~ow turn to p~ove :hat 7f p. does 
:~ot belovg :o ,%.(x), then, op to changing x a little X~,:c..~ may be assm~:ed to be 
{nch.aded in im i~,,~.,.: whirl: gives the restfit. 
there in.; a ~i:'.~p J ;~,hich is a compodtio~, o f  e~ememary embedd#~gs i~, .  with 
d) . . . . . . . . . . . .  
( i i ) for i=  !"" " rg .(~Wj:: irn i~, .. ~ ~ ;
(~ii) i io,,. = io;,. 
i?.~:~<~L "~Ve co::str::c~. X by in:b~,cdo~: fro:n p ~+: into m We ~<:~o:::, that %~: :Xa,< is a 
: - ;  We then ' "? " " "  " 
~,v,~ = .:%: e i :n i,,,.<+: if i ~:.~,, and L~....,.o~, =.0.~.~,,_ , ,  ~ im i.,~, : by c.o:~si:r.,sct:o~:o We ~:.ow 
iterate 1[:~;; otverafion.. First we sen °>,<~ ~, =g~,  ~\xr q=,~"  ;-n~ ,~.,.~':-<a aas,,_me~',~ ~ha'.~.t 
i 
Ize~.Xu..~; = f2eQ~a;;  = 5:...~.- iS i n  i£tl i,_,,.+i .............. < " Oy C~'~[ J~dC, IO0 ,  a l l (~  SO 0~.  
g.~} • y .  , x  ~ 
• e- ph i  
.~, + + 
2 
,q J., J. 
3 




• g-q, +2  




• >; , : ,  
We set 1" = 1%_,,. . .~ , .  w~ea,# ~ g0a ao,~, since A is simple. 
if V ~No. we have eo(y)Na _ce~(y). 
ex(y) = {,u.- ,  .>,.} to get L a ce:nposkiov of  maps " wkh  s ~'~ *< A such that 
foe :=i,.,~ too, since i~,,ioo =fou+o.,(e-~-.~ by Sect[oa 2.2. ProI?-.osi~k)~ i a:~_d ~!}= 
• 8~-g-8: <~, .  s '+i** , (~-e)  since . . . .  We put ': =A,; and :get by Lemma I: 
at]d 
;&+(z) = ~X+°.',.,, so ~ e e~(z) (++. ~" 
since ~ is s~mple, A -,<~ ~ im ~o~,, aad moreover 0 = a_.~o = io~e. siaee ~z ' 
may th¢~ apply Lsmma 4. The assertion (*) proves that ":,,.,,.<~ ~'~-~ ~ ,-a*" and  
(* :'.~) that i,~.~ +~z ¢ %_~ ~_,~z, a contradiction; so We ~,e~-, t that every ~ in e,/y)£i A is 
h~ ca(Y). 
<.At) @ ai ~ e, Jx):::: : :  : 
: [ 2 
P~eof. Assume ~ - c~ =/o~8, a~d choose A: s imp le> ,8:: We:  pm y = &,.,x, :Trod 
=.k + gx (B-- *~ ); Fkst t~otice thag (~(/3 -~ c:;)# g~/QaS: =tioi~8" Now we calceJate: : 
<,foe = g: /~io~ --=i~x<~,ie.ia}i~,~ba =~ io,~ So:by L,emma 1; we ~aet! <,(2} =: d, (v} a}id 
X.o<,, = L.,.X~:oc~> h~aee : 'e~(x},n~ ±]ee(y)~'5 a,. Now Iet T<A :' we :*a~r,~e "~' + i} = 0 
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A + i,x3 = 0 s ince X is sh~pie.  The:chafe;  A, ~} satisfy the cond i t ions  of Le ,n,ma 7, 
which shows that: ~ " 
(ii) i f  e~ ~;[3 a?M ~?--<~ e im i ..... then, if x e N~ a~d e~(x)~ e, "we have e,:,(x)= 
@(x).  
This  resu;ts f rom Sect ion g.2. Pro!posit ion I and Sect ion 8.3. Propos i t io~ o , .  
~Ees~azk. These  results  are in some sense the best  possible:  R)r iet  x = ,y. = io,~Xo- 
C~ea,!y e,~(.~:)=~), but  fbr ~o o., <r-  we have  e~(:~:)=(~ because  i i  it  wot4d  be the 
case we should  have imx = x, which is ~'aIse s ince h.~t;& '= x~q. O~:t the o ther  hand 
we cau ea,siiy check d'mt for ~ > e< e,, (x) = {e<}. 
Let  us firmliy ment ion  this last ~r<~",,'~',.~.o,o. 
P-~'c, iaa,~,~s~t~<>~ _.L ....... Ass~n~.e A sin~pte a~d x e N~,. ~ ~e..'~ ghe ~bgtowMgs ere equfu<denu 
(i) ibm' a l l  c~ < ,\ i<,,~x = ;c; 
di) there e~ista y such thae x = ioxy;. 
(aii> i~,,,x = - 
~',"-"<' By Sect ion 9 .v Propos i t ion i (ii) imo!ies (i) a,~d (iii). <.on~,e, .e~y, assume 
*"(, aud (i) hok:i?: for all e~ <X e,,~x)=i(i. By S.2. ,,re have ~,,,x , ,.~ ~ %(x)  
F..c~ce e.', (x;,r i  cc = 9} for  all ~:, so e>, (:c) = {,), wh ich  is (ii). Now assume x ~ b.J~ and  (ii) 
Bold.s: b~,,. i;.3 Lemma t eo~(i ,  <..>;Q = e,.(x) But  also ~,, ~..,~,(i~a--,'~'= oa.~-,~,:~," hence 
. . . . .  ,-, ~ o.,. v ~ , ' la =!<LThen(:iii}i:,~pliesthat~=e..~.~,(io~x)Na=e,,:~>(&~.~x)=e;,(x) . . . . . . . . .  
o.,q, FO~[!O[ ,~;~,g,o[)orgs 
As' ;~me cz ~[:-¢ ::'rid x ~-i\lc..; then N~> satirizes: "x  belon':*,s to t}'}e ([3--o,)-th 
u!)rapov, er of d~e un iverse" ,  so in *~x  ,m..~"~ a (,8--c,:)-suppor! It ls d~'termined by 
the fo~lowhag: 
"e-o~ is *he (f~--a)-.s~,'~>~ort of .;c". 
~<¢:.~Fo !First wdte  .~ - ,%,~ ,;,%<:.>,, ,~,,; = i . ri ~(v  " g(~)(~) = 
/%: ",i>. The~ z<~,A~:(2:_.~.c,~D i,. a ~mction m N. aru4 t~is writ ing shows that e -~ 
ineiu.de~ d-~e ([-2.--cz)-supp.'.:,'1: of x in h~:~ s ince /,, i~.~ ;(~ ~,, ca!cu lated i:-, N~.~. 
Cc~>.,ei:seiv if N,~ 1 = x = i~. . .... ~F(Y. ,~,). tl~en. . in ~N., we have x = .i~,~F(X~_~.,.,) wi th  :~z in 
';°';e , ~Vt'~,'TC !r . . . .  '~O,:~'J{,ge")- YT@ {~@t 
x = ; ,< , i i , : , , , . c ; (v , , , . ) ] (v  . . . . .  ,) 
i <.~(,, *-% ") 
and ~his st-ows tha~ <,< ..... ':~ e ('v)r'[<~, #Q: finis fir.,ishes ti~e proof .  
Reraged M#mmwers elnd Prikn2 h.~( i¢!',~ 
,, .. snow ne, e that if. k is of' cofinalhv>c,~ ff:~e~ Mx ~s exactly >x.w 
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9.i.1 
}%e;~m ii. Assume ),. tirni~ and Xe ~4a such t"~(,'.~ 
( i i )  Xc  ~v o 
(ii} ~h,e sea's?nee (L~X)~, <~. is e~ ~,~m~alh, c'onsmnt. 7ket~ X ~ s~, - . . . . . . . .  % "- b - "  
P,,{e~lo By 2.3. Proposi t ion 2. there exists s (k )> i  st~ch that, for a![ x i~ iW,,~ the 
(Gx) . . . . . . . . . .  se. luence is eventuaFy constant and its l[mk [s i,, ..... ~,:. Put ..\~ " = ix <~ b), :  
i,,,,:~x;x elim~.<x (~xX}. Any  set-resi:rict/on of ~.~,~ m in 5/> and lira, ~ . . . .  " ........ - . .  Q~AW~k iN  1~k [%'X 
(since by hyootbes~s it is some i xX). so X '  beionD~ to N.,,. We claim dmt ........... • , ~ .% /k .  
_. For  let a. such that for _ e: ' - ' - '  ~ ,~. i.~...;f=; -~.x-~" , .a,,,4 let ..,- x =~£ .. ~,.-,. v'h. ~,,., ...... ,, _ ~,see>:e. suchtim',. 
Lax = ix,.(a~x: so ix,,tx)x ~ <~aX is equivalent o Lax e i.~X, there,[o~'e to ~, ,~; X, 
{ ~.~: ,,o~ any .. Now to prove that fcr  cf A > o) M,, is equal to b{> it suffices to show ... . ~ - 7< 
in A45, the sequence (i~xX)~ <x is eventaal iy constant ir~ flint case. Ther,~ v,e can 
argue by induction o~ the rank or simply use dm well ~,,~.'o wn result which ema~:~'es 
that two models  of ZF  are equal as soon as  they have the same seb; of or<Jii sis 
and at least one of them satisfies AC. 
9,2 ,  
Le~-~a ! . .Assume A ximpk ~.~d cf A>*o. 7hen ~here is a seque;,',ce (c%}~,..,.e,, 
which is 
(B st",'ict~y ir,.creasi.~g, eontin~_ous and co(~na~ in. ~., 
(ii) such that, g cf ># ~ the~ %. u; s imje .  S~ch, ~ s~:que',me we shags c.:ff* a ge-eM 
sequence below a, 
~;~,m~ Let (~. ~ any strictly increasi~ng co§nai sequence: m~der ,\. W(, p~a~ 
ao = 3.'~ and ff ~, is L[mit a.. = sup~,<,~., a 0; ff .~t - o + 1, then o:~.~ . ~..c 
ordkla[  o ~.~-+ " " . . . . .  w ,~e], than % and %., By 2.4. P roposk ion  3. me e>Sste~ee o f ,~sc:h m~ 
ordi "m] is ensured.  %en %. is slmp~e'" - '  for anvo successor b< so k is sirepie [or ai~ d.t 
m.' cofinality # ~: by the closure propert ies of sinv.;qe ordhmh,  
Leamm 2, Assume k s~.mpk, ef A > ~O and ' ' (eq,~ ...... i'> ~s goo~l vequem:'e be~.Ow ;< 
77~e.-. if X /s  in ~4.., ~hm'e is:o finRe sub.~e~ E o f  ;. s~.~ch ~hat 
V>< ~, G (X)  _ e ,  
~>raeL Set,~or ez~,  E,. =L  . t  e ~X] We Sh~w by htduction on t.< that ~,~ is 
the ~ m~c, una with .E~ We shaft be doe..e, H t,. = O+i  thee E cE~: L ~ fK~ is 
f inite ff ~a ~s. K b'~is : i imit and cf ~= ¢< :shoo',.;8 [a:g, ediLl©11c@ (0,),:, ~ecrcasir;?. sad 
cofina! be low ~J.. Then. c< =,~up ~e~ siuee (a: ) ; :< i< ~00d: NoW e,. (.X] ~i finii:o, ~<i 
= , : : : i : 
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there  ;so, c ,~ , .~"  : -}. ~',~ such that  e<~,,(X)g~c~o., and so .to=~r each m>n %. . (X ' I c :% . . .  _ ,,,~ 
~a a~mp~:, ~b' o.a.v. .oro,tary 2. we ~mve for m > ~ e (7g) c e'~ (X), agd  so 
E~,. ~ ~, ,  U e,~,: (X )  is f inite if ~7o,, is. 
. - a~,  v "this ~f bt is l imit  a~.~d cf p. > ~e, look  a~ the hmct ion  ,~.~..-~, m def ined by ,,. ~.~I- 
fm~ction ~s increas ing by construct i rm,  and  takes its va!ues i~ o~ by  inductions 
hypo~,hesi:< It is fi.~o,~ eventua i iy  constar_~t si~ce cf i.~>eo. So is there:fore the 
sequence  (~,,j~j ..... ar~a £']~ = {J,<r~ ~-'.o {s firl ite as the Eo% are. 
e~am~ 3 Assume 3. simple and c[ X>~:  then if  X is in M,<, the ,~eq~ence 
~ ,aa}~. Choose  a good seqae.nce (a;.)~<~, be iow A. There  is ee <A and  E f inite 
subset  of ~ s'dch that  for  a!l b'. < ;~ %.  (X) g E.  Now assume that 0 < a, and  ~% -> e : 
we show that  i<~oX--X. For  s ince - Go ~cB there  is g in A~) such. that 
X = ~ ........ (,,y~,, and ~ ~-~ - <~<~<,~o ..... ~. ( ~  ~. Now ee+ ~ ~s s impie  and  % < o% ,~, 
= i . . . . .  and we get  that  ~.~X = RE. so i,.<, i~,~, ~ ;. and  ~ccv ,  so ..... 24~ Ys, 
F ix ¢~ arbhrary  such that o: ~a ~ < A: there  is a successor  0 such that  ~3 ~ c% < A, 
and  so X = i~,:X = i<~i~oX = ~r~"  s%~ce c, 0 g simple._ Conseque:~tly,  i ~xX = irma 
g y_ :  ~* <:~ -o e~,~e~, ax!d we are  done.  
'?.~:e:;sce~a 4o ~f 6~,ere exists c~ < X s ,ch  gtat N.. Vcf i > m, *&en K<,. = N\ .  
}~z've-~f° Assume first X s impie  sad  cf X > a~: by 9. i .  Lemma t.  and  by Lemma 3 
m:y .;< of D4, which is h :duded ir~ 5k be!o:~gs to Nz, and there fore  D/Ix = N~. Now 
for .::mY._, A ff~ i-':~ ~-  Cte i,~ > a . )o '  the~ . . . .  5,~, c f :  A>~e .for. ~o:  s ince 2~,(s g .Z\'~:<. B;:. 2.4. 
>~  ......, ~p~ss~t~on' ' :{.there  is a fi > o: such ~:hat A - ~ is s imple  in N~,, : a~d N~ ~ ci'(a - ~:;) = 
cf X > ~o. Therefore: N]~ b A~;,. ~ =.Na._c~, that  is, h~ N,,,.. M,,. = N>.o 
~:~emarA!w. "r':~is proves that  for cf h > a~k4< :~" N:. Bu~ for instance we have cf <,, = co 
m~d ~aeverthe!ess zc,~' = N,. for in N .  a'° is regular ,  Not ice  that  the hyoothes is  of 
Theorem .eJ. are conserve  f:o m~.~e ,o~ 3 3. Theorem , so we have  a l ready  proved  
that  for azy  £ :~imit exact ly  one ama~g the fo! lowi~gs can happe~.~: 
(b D,% :=  ~,,%; 
('{) 2, = p + ~o, and M), = N ,  [(;% ~..~)~ ], a %, get,er ic e×tercs'iom 
' . . . . . .  ~ <: ,'+ ] AC .  
~,-~ ~' be a c~-~rdma~ :£gger tha~q ~<: we s tudy in this sect ion thc com~lecdon 
}.~.e~w,::~..~: the se[s which are s:'+comp~e~e~ ~ u]traf ihers arm q~ose. ,. ~ which are suc.,~- ~" b_ 
< 
~m~,. , ~s o ~<~-c~imph~te ~dtm(i!ter o'?~ a dm.p!e ordinal 0 m'~d 
l*e~a~ed tdlmpowers aeJ-; ~b'iM ~ ~',¢cing U,3  
P~'e<~f. (Kunen). Assume g ; :  i{~ ~v..X is *~,e-,,:~ ~t_eae j" x .... ?," Since T' i<. 
} ,,g~ Demagogs to 7/\ and i,. ,,,,, the set {'rl "- ~'' 
*j = ioJt and n e Y} belongs_ to Y' a}so, and is mcm" ~ ~'.~:ec~ b-,. ~,~.~' °Y, iie;>:e }.'.-* ;!g[ 
Therefore X belongs to ~g, 
Le ;~m 2~ Assume that Y" is a ~U-campfere uit~.::~fihe~" on a simple erdi~#d t¢, and 
{~ <: O :: io~37 = ~1} bdongs  to T; where ~' is" a ca~z~ina~ and  e~: <~<'. ';%en, fo~" euery 
funegion f : @--" G the~e exis~,s i~2 ~a~;: e a ]:genctian g : 0 -+ 0 St;C~{ ~ier  
{,~ < 0 :f(v,) = g(~)} is in :~/i 
Pe:,~L For all ~ < 0 f (@ belongs to N¢~, so it can be wd~te.a :~ f(:@ = %% * f~ 
where G is a finite subset of c~. Since [[a ]<~i = Ic:t < x' and ?'.'~ :; ~'<'-compiete, there 
exist Z in $'; which we may assume inciuded in {.q < (h JaM! = ~?}, and e a finite 
subset of ~ such ~hat for al] ~I in Z f(.~?) = %e *f , ,  where f,, : x>l~< ~f~. We now put 
for :~ in ~l< F(@ = {(% ./;~(~)) : ~ ~ U.} U{(~, 0) : °q~ Z}, and g = %e * 2";2 C!ear]y, g 
is a fm~ction from ~0,+~ = 0 into ~tse~., and for ~1 ~n Z g('~?) is equal to ~ .;.~h 
vdtra~i~ter on a simpie ordin~l. ~). Then ?" fi N~.,, ,,ned ~ne~esom  ~/  ' is o,.;~ N,~,, a• . . . . . . . .  -'--"v ~ ,;/',°,~ .....*' 
g;~rc~.fil~er on O. 
P~'~L We have only to show ~i~at for all a<~d CN N~ belon~4~ Io ~L~ ~kw~ ff
T'NN~,e/N~, we have also T'NN~,=(~:'NNL)¢~,'N~V,)eN,.,, hex~ce ? 'NN~ be-. 
longs to M~<, , which is N~, by 9.2. Theor~;m 4. Nc~w fix c~ <:ee', and ~e~ Z be 
{rg < 0: io~ = -~}- Since O is :'impie, Z has the same cardinaIity as {?. Choose X in 
~" such th.at 10 i ={Xi  = i0 \X i ,  and a bi jecdon f: 0-.>{? such tha~ j : 'X=Z.  "Fhe~ 
f*  ?" ~s a ~<'-.complete nltrafi!ter on O, and Z belongs to f*  ~d Hence by L~mma I
(f  * :Y')N i°~.~ belongs m }\~,. Moreover by Lemma 2 fi~ere exists in N~ a funcv;o~ ?
such that {-~i<~: g(~a)=f-~('q)} belongs m f *T i  By 7.1. Lermna i we ge~: 
g * f( * Y') = .f-~ * ( f*  ?3 = f-~f * ?" = ~r arid si~ce g belongs to ix~,, 
g * ((f* ?") ~ NL ) = (g * ( f  ~.: ~) )  N i% = '~:: ('~ i\L belongs to )'~,. as requested, 
cardinal >- ~.<", 
4 ~o~' <~* "s a basis o f  a ~*-eomp!e~e fiber or~ ~,:. 
(ii) ion, ~ is a basis of  a (2")' ' "-complete f iber p, eae M case #~at .4e~et' ex~v*.s n <e~a' j 
. . . . .  K such chat 5'; ~ f *  %',,: in fi;at c'~se io,>,~; is a boris of  a " " : " "  
O'd ~< . 
) : : ; . . . .  
PmeL ( i )Assmue ~hat (Y,~)~<~ IS -a ~equence 0{ sets 'in i,,.,~,~'= W~t<5 ~,= 
~,,,e~ v> where G ~S a fin ite subset of:nqand K"='~* a-~: Sm~x ~.cf ..-'<' > ~:, th¢.':e ~s 
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"/< ~<' such that for all o: < ~< % ~ % V,/e set ik;" 4 i~ {a: 
F@)= N £(s) 
for s oil convenient ~ength. For all ~ h~. ~ F(~) .is in 9: Let Y be ,;r,¢,{y}*F: Y 
be!ongs to Q c. ~ B~;t let ~:~ be fixed: {sn,[ -.~.~'(~,s~ : ; . . -~J - -  p c   {°~-~ ; -n  ~,~" c~ < ~ and s < ~}, 
_ e -~Z - -  
SO @is set belongs 'to ~H..I+~, and slnee G, a %, {t~ ~:" :F(t(T))g_-£(se~,)} ~ ~,.,, i.e. 
.~-,,,{y}#F!.%w.cG *~,, . . . . . . .  or  Y~q- Y.=,. This proves that [-]..... v.. -is in the filter 
generated in No by io,,,J, and so io.,.°] 7 is the basis of a ~<+-compbte filter on  ~'. 
(it) Let -~e- o . ~ ' ' ( .~, ) .<~.  be an em.~meratJon of ~7,. ,C]~<~. Y.. is empty  tsmce ~ is of 
course assumed non prmc*pao. Assume that ~'h,-.-~"-o,~ -~ is not  emp%< there 
exists thlAs ,. g e< aiK] f': <'<--->~< 811ch b *- • , .  ' ' ' t.~a~ v~-~,e * f.-~ ~o~, ?% for  ai] ce < 2 '~ : brat this 
r~ ~ .o f. v means  that ig: #,e~ -. v ,g, = . . I  belongs to @%1, and so ,.h~.. }% belongs to f * °'gle I. Hna]!y 
we get ..,'_ :~. a&..,. 
Converse!y, !et us prove that .o~'; a~,%, is. the basis of a ,~d-comp!me fiiter on/)4%: 
assume mat y "-- ;~_ and for  t:~ .~ a,, %% is in io,.,°g,,. VTe have for each c,~,: Y... = %/ :  .._~" 
a i th  % < e~' and .-,.."~z in i0~..,°~g, hence for all ~ be~'weex~ % and ~<' (52e, ., •, ;'%~+,,-.0 
belongs to 5'~. Now since 7 ° - - .  ~ = <, there exists ~? < ~ such timt for all e < %: 
%<#,  a~d so (~g~ . . . . .  Xe+,,-~) belongs to all Y,., c:<:% and ~,-.<. ?% is not  
>:" " . " " ' %: so for any u and K empty,  rmm~y notice t tmt  io . . ( t ' *%! . )  is .%,c,/"~'~o,,:,., . . . . .  
i ,,~ ,.,(/'* ~,; , .] is the basis  of a ~./'-complete filter. 
£ 
When one t~Jes to extend to any A of ¢ofinalky e} ti~e <esu]t of Chap~e~ 3 two 
d{fl}calties a~ise: 
([) ~o defit~e for any e{eme~:t of i~,~ a kind of infinite support in ~.. to play the 
role of {Ah),, ; 
(2} to prove the equalk}, el two models wP.<hout AC.  
VJe ~ssnme until "~'h.corem 8 ;.hat A is simple of cofina!ity -.& arid t!mt (c~.),, i.. a 
fixed seed s,~que~ce below A. 
[0 ;  "}"ke ,,_',4::po.~'~ .2f a/~ ~:Le:nen,." of i'v& 
i~0e~i~ii~bm For  X in _~.% ~.ve s~:t: L%.(X) = LJ. e',=,, (X). 
'W~ teed the machi.qerv of C'haoter. 8 te show ~'m.~'~ -%d~w ~ v ,  ~s "~c.f~ o_ r,qer' ~3pe" ~r~ ~a and 
-%/I 
~, .,~.. }t iS de~" . . . .  f~'om the defit~ition of a good seque.oee in Sections. 2 L~, tho~. .... if 
m < ~ @,~u cJ,:- a'., c~ Jm ~o ...... so applying o,..< ; repetition 8 we get ~'or any .X in 
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M}. and m ~ n %~ {IX) f-] ~,o~ e. ,, (X), and tb',refore £}~ (X)A cq. = ~j ~.: .,, ~.~ (X},)So 
~. (X)  is finite, or it is of order type e0 and cofiaal in £ Moreo~,,c~ £-{,C';CI {~ 
U ~¢ ..... %° (X)  U U ...... (e , , ,Sx)  f'q [<~.,, £ )). By  8.4. Proposi t ion I .  G .  (.?<) A [.%. :, ,< i! ~' 
the support of .~~ when v~ewed as an element of the ff_~,, -- ~ .~L i .h .  . u~aapowe~,' . . . . . . .  4;,i* 
N(~.. S~nce (e . ) ,  is a g~ sd sequence, (a. -<~,,)  ....... belo~gs m /,2~,,, as well ;:~.s 
[._J . . . . .  (Go(X) rh Ice,., £)), and ,~,o ~...(X) be]e~.,gs to N,,,,, and ~}naily to iv%., 
(i[) i~'~ a;~y case, the Sequence (% aX).  bego~gs ...... ~ [.:,:e~xd (o,-, w. nonce to :'ea [. e~a ]~o 
Y~'e.sL There exists in No a sequence (g,).  of bract:ions uch that for every ~ 
/~- -- ~o<,~,,,tZ£~{x)r~<,) s~nce .%. is included i~ _..~.~t~-<, . . . .  ,,. ~,~,,,~ = 
ioxg.(x£~(x~n¢.)-The .~equence (ie.G',,:}~, is ic.-, (g: ),,, so it beloxgs ~o &.  Now we 
notice that the sequence (a.~. does net helo~}g neeessarily to :va. ~',,-~t if the 
a;:gun-~e~cs of io.g,, are p,,-tupies of ordinals, Yc~<~r;~,, is the set of dm f.. ~!~4~. 
members of }(~,.(x). It g ;:hen dear  that (QaX).  ~s co~astructed horn N~ a_~ad 24~:~tx~,. 
Now recNi 2.3, Proposition 2: there exists e(X) such that £ r  oil x f~? bi~, the 
sequence (Q,¢,:),~ is evemaal!y constant with !in-fit ia~0.,)x. So m; ff:r 9d., Lemma I. 
we have if X is included in/,,[~ : 
X = {x ~ N~ : 3~'~Vn ;:  m G{,,.~x e Q,,X}, 
and ge~ that X is in N,,,[£e~(~::)] s~nce i.~(x) and ({~,#X). at,,: tb,>;c, 
Notice dmt we proved !:bat M}. and N.^,_%.~] have the same sets of ordinals, but 
of coupe  we cannot conclude anything except for the case k = a~. 
i0.2. 71~e map ia: 
~3,"*.~?~i~:%~so (i) For an}, seque~soe f ord~mis (<,),~ > e deno~:e by !:im,~ G~ the le~s~ 
o- such that 
Bpgq ~p % <4o-; 
<tu fo r  a.!~y sequence (& j ,  we denc'.~e by (x,,)~ o mid ~,.~;<~:~,,)' t>_e_ se~s 0:{ 
sequences which are eve~_~e.~]v equaI to  (x,,),. and tak~ their w ues in v ,q m: 
a~_d I/~ r3 N~c, o respectively, where er £ lira,, rk¢, a~d e(A) is as provided by 2,3.~ 
Fropos i t ion  2, ira. when k £ o~mp~..~; '  ~ v , , - -  " ( " : " k~-;~, a,'-.> *~'o*'- a.~,.,,y m 
t.:: ~ o its values ;b<,,, the~:! (.,,j(,,) -. (...ij.r,~ ~,x,~),, ~: Notice that ff (x,),, ~keo i;~ -" ; "- ~"~ [K  -(xa),[. 
' [ : : : ,  ' : . . . .  
_#&e~a 1(o (i) The !"d*:~ge Of /~, is,b.eLude.d in A~[~.];  : . . . .  
(1i) For a~I A m M},, ~%_; }A  be!0~gS to M~.;;=: ; : : 
, : 
(i~i) "~te mag i~ is Lnject{ve. . . . .  ~ . . . .  
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Xss'e@o (i) is dear  from 10/L Lemma 2. Now fix A in M,i  The map With domai~ 
A : x, +(io,,,~.x) . . . .  is in i%,.,, sluice, it is in this mode l  the map X ~-~(&,._~.¢#x),~ ~,.,  and 
(~,) ~s good, hence be2o-:ags to Mx. Then notice that the ra ak of at, eleme~t o£ )& C~n, n 
is the same h~ i~,~), i~ tQ,, and in N> So the map x =~(ia,,a:c ,o,, is in N,.,.,, aad (ii) is 
. . . = i  ~ :, ' "  " .  = " ~ . i f f~pgq>pi  ax=i~,x~f fX=:z  ' ,  proved Finally i~.x ~...0 ~fi &,xx),. .)  (G,> ~ .(,u 
and (ii0 is proved. 
We now give another  etementarity property of ix in the form that will be 
:e,~uu Bet the end c£ the proof. 
Le~v,'e:~ % Gar any x, y, z defiae (~, y)(e['z by: 
V(G),, e xV(?,,,,)~ c: yV(z,,),, s zgpVq >- p(x,,, y,~) ~ z,~. 
'Fhe*.~. for a~y X, ~ Z #~ M~ the following ale eqwi~:a~e~-~: 
(i i) ( i~)~;  & Y)(~:}i,,Z. 
Pte~e£ (X, Y )eZ  is eqtfivalent for any q 1o (/<,.~X. QxY)< Qe, Z. Now let (x,0,,, 
(y,,),~, ( z , , ) .  be  i~ i , .X, i~ .~ &Z respectively: there is p such that for all q>P 
Xc -= &:,,x~i~ yq = i~ , ,x~ Zq := i~, ,a/ ,  sad we get the con@asioe of tise l e~ma.  
' Ih¢ r:ext fepama is a :.,~aGadwwa,~,_~ adaptation of a we~ kno,xn argument w!~en 
AC holds. 
l.,e~,~m~s ao a As.sume that M is a model of ZR./*q},['{f~x]~ e+x~ "~ - ~M,~_ and there is in M 
a def inabk class 0' s~ch ,/hat U includes the range of ix mx,.~ , ~ ~ x 6' has the same 
subsels in it4~ and i.q M:  then Mx = AL 
F~'@aL The class ~ repiaces the ordinals, and the map i,,, replaces ff~e in}eetion of 
a; W set b.ito the ordinMs provided by AC. Let A be any transkive set of tT~:~. We 
defir~e in i~(~. a s~Jbset Z of Ux@ by (:3~, Y )eZ  iff ~X'~A :~Y 'eA  X= laX' and 
I( = i~ Y' an~ X '  ~ Y' (this is possible since ix f' A belongs to M~, by Lemma l(ii)). 
By i~ypethesis Z belon-gs to M. Moreover Z is extensional and we11-fmmded, so it 
co!!a>ses in M o~.~to 8~e s-~e!atirm or, a transitive set which can be nothir~g b,~t A, 
andA i s inM,  
Le~e:~a ~& Assume that M i'.~ ~ mode~ of 2F,  ~': ~ ~ ' " ~ ~ ,  ..... [ j~  and ~ 7s a 
~e#~abte dens ~f M svM~ #~a~ &e ~.~s~ac~o~ e  b. to C ~ is defi~.~able i~ M: then ~d x 
has the ~o~ne s~d, se~,v M ~4" and #; M<. 
~:~ ~¢; Let 7 be any subset ot g~x¢)~ in Mi Z*= £@4, . . . . . . . .  _ " . We set 
f()L Y /e  C × 49 (i,,5% &YRS)~aZ}~ By hv~?,)thesis Z # belor,.9,s to M si.:m¢ i;~ l" 0" i s  
de{%able in M and by Lemr.~a t (i) ~xZ be]ongs to i~<.,[cq/i(hence ~O:M. NoW by 
.gteratgd M~:~owers ~nd >rik 'y ]beci;.*~ iS;* 
Our way i'3 now dear: to ~rove that M = M}. we have ~o cor~struct in h /a  class 0 
such that: 
(i) (~ includes the range Of ix; 
(it) i~, I~)' ~s aefinao~.e in ..... 
We ~ow construct sach an ~ in i'% [~al .~ ~&]. 
~}efi~{io~° ( i )YE is the class of  tri,)les '-,- ~ " (f,,),,) ~- "~ 
(a) g belong s to ~a; 
tb~' ' tP,, / ),, is. an increasing unbounded sequenrx: of natmat  ~mmber.~;: 
(c) ,lira ~ r] :( , , j  = p,,; 
(d) (~k)~, belongs to i\(~ and for each nL, is a ~.m~o. .  
(it) O is the. class of X which are of the form X=,(f,~,~.~'~' i P~,!h,,~ for some 
(g, (p,.),,, (f,),,) in gag'- 
• ,~ yx  ~- . . . . . . . .  , ,.,: ~ ¢. ,:;<o~ (iii) o°r is the bi~aary relat ion def ined by: tA, ,~ ill: : i ig, ~''v~,+,,M tj,,;,i) =-~ 
• ~ r  . e g 
It is clear f rom this definit ion that the 'tollov,,m? ..... %qds" . . . . . . .  
Le=>a~a S° aC and ~ are definable classes of A~[%,] a,~ad 5 is o. defi~eb~e dasz o[ 
Nt& t %.]. 
Leme~, 5t For any X in Mk, 9.A: ~ bekmgs to ~,,. 
??~'ee~; We take Xe~v) %r  g. Ther~ there exists a sequence (¢~,),, of  fuucti<~,xs ,:;t;ch 
that %r  all ~ X=io=,,f;d;t%.(x:,O?<K), and so i,.,,xX=ioj:[d~s~ixf",-;~&). We 'set 
(~),, = e0aft ,~)~ and p,, = the cardinaiity o~ any member  of the donaain of ,(.,. Clear%, 
(g, (g,),,., (f~,),,) is in  g'8 and i,~X=(~,(g ~ A))(,~). 
1..,e-~m~a % Asstvme Chat Xe©" tbe~ (>2, Y )~W iff Y= ixXi 
- % and F~ee~,; Let  (g, (p~,)=, (f.),,) be any member  of ~ such that x= (f . (g ~ P,~.0~, 
(%~t be a~w member  of ixg. ~3/e show ,.hx~ ~ "~ . . . .  " ° ~ ' o- ) -. , : f,~v" 
there is r such that  
@ there exists (f,~,) in JGL such that r~ x _ ; ~¢,~ .
(it) for ai! t>-r  6:, is i~#g. New for *>~gwe ~xave: 
i~,,~x =L,.,((A(g I ~,0)~=~) = %.L  (%,g t r~,,))~i,.:, 
Si.r,ce the def in i t ion ensaresi that i~ ~ ((:c. ~;~) = (:~,,.~,.,,?(0,~),i -  ~ t[~en. :
= : i %,~x; ((.,,i...;¢(o: i p,,))i~i~ = (L,o(.,)C,;ft(c~, I' ~=)),(=;, : : : 
since by PropositiOn 1 i~:~i ,~i ,= k=,~ #=.x. and :so i~. iX  =(~;,,,ei~;(G, t p;, )'),~,;i: }?%" 
na| ly we  ;let ixX = ( L ~X'%~ = ((&;}£)g (G~ ~ ,~ :~ ~'))i};~i()t~; md the: lem.~na is pro~'ed~ 
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We thus have proved: 
Tb,~meea~ 8° df ), is .ffmp~e and cf X = e~, then Ma is exacdy N.[ ix  ]' ~.  
/ \s {n the previous chapters the way for extex~ding this resu]t tO any i such that 
ee < ,~ ~\~, k-cf k = e~ is dea~ ~rom 2.4. [~:opositio.q 4. Moreover  there is an obvious 
b~eetio~ from %, onto ~!~:~ for any c~. <,k. Then choose ~ <A such that A--~x ~s 
simple i~ 2% : we apply Theorem S h'~ £L, a~d get wkh an easy computation: 
Thee, ms~:~ 9o If jbr all a<Z ?~ satisfies: "- f  ,\ =~o", theeg &ere exisss in-rvIx a 
d~mb~e J:m~c~ionaI class ix s~ch (hat M~=b( , [ i ,  Ix]- Moreover rk(ixi'~x)= 
<~,~-', 6, >:he~z~ e(X) = X + bL<x %x~,. " 
] 0.3. 
We now apply general fordng reseits of [7]. 
P:t:a@e@?~ee i., Ebr any b*~.it X, N,~ is (HOF'4"?x) ~<', and (HODNS "V~J. 
~b;>~,L Assume ~. simpIe. To prove the first resuk, it su~Nces to show that any 
m~bset /% of O~a which is in (ODNJ  t%. is i~ b{,, (since N,, sat~sf]cs AC), and so, 
usi~$ 9.!. L.enmm 3. it suffices to show thin the sequence (G.~A)~<~ is eventually 
c;mstan< By hypothesis there is a term ~ of the ~.anguage of set theory and 
demems e£"G of r%, such that Mxi=A =~(a~ .... a.).  Since a~ .... a,~ are i~ ~%, 
there ~s e: < k s~ch that for aR, c~ ~ ,8 < a, and for s~!1 ] = i .  - -~% a, = (e-q- Now the 
model 6L satisfies (since X g simple): "A  is the value of the term ~ ca[ct~lated in
Mx at ~he set:-~ a j . . .a , , ' .  Her~ce far all ~, ,r~ <-~ <,L the model Ni~ satisges: '°L~A 
is the vab_e o~' the term * calcuiated in k{. at the sets Lea.~ = ax . . . . .  LoG, = a, , ' ,  
and then ;%!],, P i,~A = t(,%.. °G~), there%re A = io~A. Nnaib., A eNx, and N,~ = 
simple g~(~[%<] is the same when c~ea~iated i~a aw model ~{:, f~r e~ <a.  
Nov; app!yi~ G Theorem 9 of Section 10.2 and 9.3 Theorem I o2 [7] we obtain: 
of A,k O.eo ?,4,. m~d /~4, ha::e a common generic exWnsion). Moreover M~, is a generic 
exge~.~sion c,~ 1%,[~4~] (possiNy a trivia~ one, Le° i;¢~;~ equa~ m); which is i~seg a quasi 
ge~.e~e extension of 2'% 
].0A~ 
We fiaish with aspec ia!  form of ~0.2 Theorem 9. for the case where 2~ is 
"lkt~e". N~st fecal1 that. we proved is 5°3. Lemma 2. ~hat, if X< ~%, the~ %J~ is 
we]!--orderaNe i~ .M~ gs it ~ece~ssari!y we!borderabie in b&[%:]? :We have :d'm 
fo]iowi~g pa~~Ja~ answer to this questiom 
fare.*eA ~dS'ape,We~* and F;:~kr;, fo?cf~g i59 
~s the feas~ mode l  ~cgue[!~.,.g ~z.k a~.j , " . . 
~'~-ooL we may assume ~h~.t A ~s -dmp~e. and so <,~a ~_f a mode~ Zq:, P~[%, ]~ M:; i  
~vfa, bi]eets cgx/~ onto  sore;: o rd ina i  b~,, nece~saril~.' ~..:<e% av.d so i~ . . . . . . . .  :-.. ~ .  
b i ject io~ f rom ~/~ onto  a set of  N;, Which is iv h.%, a,~d l~ pat i ce!ar  the  ~a,t.~ie 
funct ion  ,3~ in Sectior~ 5o3. There, fore M contahqs a fm~ctlom ,~.~,.r.q ". . . . . .  !~{,~ !o 
co la  s~el:k that  for a~.l g in C4,g ~ Xta] (recall that  col ~ bel0a~gs m ~'% i*~' Ibis t:s.<;,~},. 
It remains  to show that  " '~  . . . .  " ~;,l-z~ ~a be caicu?ated f rom i:iais map ~ ]. Now reca d~a~ 
for  ~<A and ><k we have  i~xX,. =k.~ :if p~<o., an(! ~ rv  =Xa+;,,w-,.~ it: not., 
hence  in th.~s last case s ince A < ~.e by ...... " " 
Let  a lways (cq,),, be  the good sequence  inVoh,ed i~?. the de~%ition of  if,, and tei g 
he any member  of [~a- There  exists r such  that:  
img\3%=im, ,  \ , ,  s ince -= ,q~]  ,,~;-<, g X[g],, 




sO clear.%, f.,~ ~ c.g x can be co~puted  f rom 5f> 9%., ~ .%,),.~ and  the rnap [ ]. The  
theorem is the.s proved.  
Not ice f inally that  d i s  proof  does  not  exte,~d tO the c~se A = ~,:~, for it ls ~-~ot 
even  cl,sar that  5~ this case co[ k be longs  to N,~,[q~a] or that ~/~ is well o.h:ktrab[e 
in M,\ (gain lS p robab ly  false). 
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